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Constitutional Amendments Addressed

League Sponsors Forum For Candidates
Several of the candidates to
appear on the November ballot
appeared Monday night at a
forum sponsored by the League
of Women voters.
Speeches by the candidates
were preceded by debates
about the two constitutional
amendments facing voters in
just two weeks.

city council. Twelve democrats
and two republicans will vie for
the 12 council seats on the
November ballot. Of the candidates contending for the positions only three were present
last night. They were, Howard
Koenen, C. C. Lowry and J.
Hardeman Nix. All three are
democrats.
Each offered the crowd a
short statement of both service
on the council and problems
facing the city in the next four

years.
District Judge Candidate
David Buckingham spoke nett.
His opponent Pal Howard of
Benton was not present. The
forum's moderator Sally Guy
announced Howard had
another commitment for the
evening and could not be present.
.
Buckingham told the crowd
of about 50, the law provides
judicial candidates are to remain non-partisan and cannot

express a political preference
as a result. He and Howard will appear* on the ballot without
party affiliation.
He explained the district
judgeship is a trying position.
He said there is only one
district judge for both Marshall
and Calloway counties and the
two combined have one of the
highest caseloads in the state.
He said his youth, experience
as assistant county attorney
with criminal prosecution and

energy to deal with the- large think 'clonal
.
a
caseload should all be con- and busbies dministrailems
administrators
sidered as qualifications for the should have
the decency and
post.
honesty with concerned
He also told thA crowd that teachers and
laborers to listen
althouith there are more to their problems.
"
registered voters in Calloway
The candidate said he strongthan Marshall Counties that is ly opposed
merging teacher
no looger an assurance of wmnretirement
ing "During the May primary employees with that of state
. He also told the
there was a larger turnout in crowd he
disagrees with the inMarshall County than in surance cut
First on the candidates'
proposed for
Calloway." he said.
teachers
agenda were members of the
Both the democratic canHigdon said he thinks the
didate and republican • can- state - supported
kindergarten
didate for First District State program is good and
11111r7...
;
,1„,fr.
Senator were present to speak behind it in the next will stand
legislature.
with the group
Reeves said he advocates lookGreg Higdon,Fancy Farm,is ing at alternativ
es to
the democratic nominee. He eduriftn including funding
said he-is a democrat and proud taxes on natural severance
- of it -We democrats are com- Higdon agreed it resources.
is important
passionate. We are compaN- to look at the alternativ
e funsionate with all the people in ding methods but wants
to
reed hot just a part of them," make sure they are fair
to
all
he said.
citizens and not just a small
Both candidates addressed group.
,ome of the issues facing the
lext senator When speaking
about professional negotiations
Murray State University
Tiw 'teachers Higdon said,
political science professor Dr.
•.Even though I'm married to a
Joe Rose presented the positive
liacher. 1 would have to vote
side of the succession amendagainst—profess/turd -negotiament and professor •Bert
tions for teachers. Education is
Folsom presented the negative.
in trouble and I think we should
In his speech Rose said the
look at all the alternatives in
succession amendment would
strengthening it."
aid Kentuckians in bringing
The republican nominee,Ray
about nh Greater accounReeves believes we should brtability in Kentucky governing more moral candidates to
ment: (21 A greater respongovernment. He also said it is
sibility in government; (3) It
time for the . '
.'days of
will promote party teamwork;
apathethic bystanding to end. 44P Promote greater
political
It is time for all concerned peoparticipation in Kentucky; -(5)
ple to get involved in govern- It will not detrace from the
ment. Nd longer should capable power of the people; and
(0)
people remain on the fringes of
will not promote the use of
politics '•
'power. plainPd_can_--Folsom.- -focused - -upon
further
the
Aidates and leaders should be governor's post for his talk. He
above reproach. "My promise
pointed to the great number of
is to defend your stand and incumbents elected each year.
POLITICAL FORUM — Several candidates for offiee in the (upper right) told the gathering why he feels he should be
champion your cau0. We are 'Most incumbent governors can
Nov. 3 General Election expressed their views at a League of elected district judge. City council candidates J. H. Nix, C. C.
all tired of half-measured at- win. But when you put them
out
Women Voters-sponsored forum here Monday. Also at part of
Lowry and Howard Koenen,explained their positions and First
tempts at bringing about any of office for four years they
the fort= was a discussion by Joe Rose and Bert Folsom (upDistrict Senate Candidates Greg Higdon and Ray Reeves
change."
rarely succeed themselves," he
per left), on the succession amendment David Buckingham (lower right) discussed their opinions about the lamas.
Reeves, who is a former said. He suggested Gov. Brown
Staff Photos By Gene McCutcheon
educator said that fact will ask to be excluded from the
have no real bearing about how amendment.
he perceives the issues in state
He recalled the amendment
government.
to the U.S. Constitution that
On the issue of professional limited the number of terms a
WASHINGTON (AP) — the 1982 budget deficit by $14.7 cast interview.
negotiatio
ns lteeves said "I'm president may serve.
cost
the
governmen
t
more
in
Senate Republicans are work- billion.
Reagan was getting in a last dairy price supports than against publiC employees hav- Truman, then in officeHarry S.
was exing to revamp President
Meanwhile, an opponent of round of lobbying for the $8.5
'
wants to ing the right to strike. 'I also
(Continued On Page Two)
Reagan's latest austerity› Reagan's proposed sale of billion sale today before leav- President Reagan
spend.
package, sources say, and it AWACS radar planes to Saudi ing , Wednesday for Cancun,
— Government policies of
appears certain they are lean- Arabia is predicting the presi- Mexico, for a 22-nation
ing toward a plan that cots dent will prevail when the economic summit and a likely supporting tobacco prices and
discouraging tobacco use ere
spending less and raises taxes Senate votes next week.
meeting with Saudi Prince on a collision course today in
more than he wants.
"If I had to wager...! think
the House, which already has
All 53 Senate Republicans •that he'll probably pick up the
current Senate lineup,
were meeting today to discuss necessary vote or two to give ac ording le the latest voted to shelve sugar and
State Police are continuing - however a complete inventory
the plan, which the sources said him the majority on that Associated Press count, is 52-37. peanut subsidy programs.
an investigation into the -• of missing items is still inSouthern
congressm
en
hoped
includes a $6.2 billion tax in- issue," Sen. Christopher J. against • the sale — which inweekend
crease as part of a plan to cut Dodd, D-Conn., said in a broad- cludes five Airborne Warning five days of intense lobbying . Jewelry burglarly at Lindsey's complete,they explained.
had broken the momentum that
in Mayfield. The robState Police reported no
and Control System planes and critics of commodity supports
bery was discovered by store suspects have been arrested in
F-15 jet weaponry — with 11 gained with last week's defeat
owner, Alfred Lindsey, Sr., the incident. "We have reason
senators undecided.
Mayfield Sunday afternoon. to believe the burglar was a
of peanut and sugar programs.
Senate Republican leader
Police _say the burglarly oc- prbfessional thief," KSP in—Four senators introduced a
Howard'H Baker Jr. told the resolution supporting Reagan's
curred sometime between .5 formation officer Richard
Senate on Monday that he now
p.m. Saturday and 2:10 Sunday Wright . said today. He also
proposal to help finance the $35
plans to schedule Congress' billion Alaska natural gas
afternoon.
.
declined to say how the vault at
final vote on the sale Oct. 28. pipeline.
Lindsey's son. Al Lindsey, the store was opened. He would
The House rejected the sale
-Jr., Murray said the vaults was only say "professional methods
—Treasury Secretary Donald
last week, but if Reagan can
opened. and its .contents emp- were used."
T. Regan, saying change is
prevent a majority vote against needed to "literally save the intied. However no other merBoth KSP detective James
it in the Senate the deal will go dustry," endorsed congreschandise in the store was Potter and Mayfield City
through.
disturbed. Both the Murray and Police are continuing the insional proposals to remove
In other congressional many regulations on savings
Mayfield jewelry stores are vestigation and search for the
business:
owned by the Lindsey family.
and loan associations.
burglar.
— A $1.5 million drain on the
The family placed the loss at
—The Sierra Club presented
federal Treasury is being plug- House and Senate Democratic
approximately-.$ l00,000,
ged with the Senate's vote to leaders with petitions demanroll back dairy price supports ding the ouster of Interior
to last month's level.
One Section — 12 Pages
Secretary James Watt. The
But the Senate action on a
Aces
4
environmental group said the
voice vote Monday, nearly two 1.1 million signatures
Building Page
7
weeks after the House took the
Classifieds
10, 11
representtd the largest citizen
same stand, could ultimately
Crossword
•
10
petition ever given to Congress.
Comics
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ASHLAND, Ky, (AP) -Dear Abby
4
Directors of the Fiveco Area
Garrott's Galley
3
Development District think a
Horoscope
10
jet helicopter should be the
Local Scene
45
state's officiar whirlybird.
Obituaries
6
In a unanimous vote, the
Opinion Page
3
board adopted a resolution say-.
Sports
8,9
Judge Thomas B. Spain, cir- ticial for the trial. Earlier
ing Gov. John Y. Brown Jr:
cuit judge in the fourth judicial County Attorney Max Parker
should keep the controversial
breezy and warmer
circuit of Kentucky has been and Commonwealth's Attorney
$1.8 Sikorsky 'copter. appointed to serve as presiding Ron Christopher had asked the
Sunny, breezy and
The State- has received no
judge in the case against David attorney general to appoint 'a
warmer
today with highs in
takers since Brown announced
Balentine.
the upper iOs to low 70s.
special prosecutor to handle
mare than six months ago he
The special judge from the case. Bill Cunningham,EdPartly cloudy tonight with'
would sell the. .helicopter and
Hopkins County was appointed dyville, is serving as special
lows in the low 40.. Partly
other state aircraft in • an
HOMEPtACE 1850 — The women at The Homeplace-1850, a. by Chief Justice John Palmore prosecutor.
sunny on: Wednesday -with
e.tilealJAT•
,
of the Kentucky Supreme Court
living history farm in TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LL),
Salentine was charged tiLan
highs4fse mid to upper 130..
iilLerssaid Monday
on Friday,Oct. 16.
card wool and make their own garments. Vie chores are perindictment_r_e1iii0,0,. by the
Kentucky Extended
night• they Jett the craft teas •
_Calloway Circuit Judge September grand -7- jury: He -partiv_terponsitile_for_
formed using the techniques of the early 19th century to give
Forecast seieral
James M. Lassiter agreed to faces charges of sexual-abuse • recent trips the.4overnor made '
"
I - Thursday; thiough Setif.%
visitors a glimpse of the lifestyles and farming practices of the
vacate the bench after a re- and official misconduct; No to Ashland. His tatest visit
1850's. The Homeplace has 16 log structures restored from the
day : Fair and unseasonably
was
surrounding area, and represents a two-generatiOn farm with
querit he. do s9 was made by trial date has been set.
cold.
Overnight lows in the
• last Thursday when when he atlivestock, gardens and mach more. For additional information, -. - Bidentine's **mei, Harold
low to mid 30s and daytime
Clerk's office spokesman
tended ground breaking for a
Hurt. Spain becomes' the se- said they were unsure when 9380 million :expansion at
contact TVA — Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky.,
highs from the low 50. to
the
cond specially aoPoinad nt- Spain would appear in the ease.
42231,(502)924-5602.
around 60.
Armco:
,steel mill.
AInc•
••-• •
7.-til4t
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Tobacco Policies On Collision Course
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Government policies of supporting tobacco prices and
discouraging' tobacco use are
on a collision course in the
House, which already has voted
to shelve sugar and peanut subsidy programs.
"As a matter of principle, it
Is wrong for the government to
say on the one hand the results
of growing tobacco are wrong
— that is smoking — and on the
other to support the business,"
says Bob Weymuller of the
American Lung Society.But Bob Tarczy of the

AgricUlture Department's
Economic Researqi Service
counters that tobicco price
supports have no influence
over smoking. If anything, it
probably makes smoking more
expensive."
Tobacco is the only non-food,
non-fiber commodity under
-federal price supports, and
Southern congressmen hope
five days of intense lobbying
have broken the momentum
that critics of commodity supports gained with last week's
defeat of peanut and sugar
programs.
"It's going to be close," Rep.

to speak out against tobacco
supports, reminding him that
he campaigned on a platforrb off
less government intervention
In the market place.
Attempts to kill the tobacco
program were defeated last
month in the Senate, largely
because of the efforts of
Agriculture Committee
Chairman Jesse Helms, RN.C., who represents the nation's larg'est,
tobacco-producing state.
The Reagan administration
has not backed any of the attempts-to eliminate or change
support pfograms for the tradi-

Charles Rose, D-N.C., the
chairman of the House
Agriculture subcommittee on
peanuts and tobacco and the
leading defender of the tobacco
program, said of today's battle
over tobacco supports.
Rep. Robert N. Shamansky,
the freshman Ohiorbemocrat
spearheading the tbbacco opposition, agreed that the vote
could go either way.
Since Thursday's sugar and
peanut votes, "you can be sure
the phones have been burning
off the-hooka,',"--he said.
He urged President Reagan

tionally Southern crops; it
made commitments last summer to retain the subsidies in
return for the votes of Southern
Democrats on its budgetcutting program.
Supporters of 'the Southern
crops say some of the votes
against peanuts and sugar
were cast by Democrats
angered by last summer's
deals, and they fear the same
thing could happen on tobacco.
Critics of tobacco supports
have been bolstered by the apparent contradiction in the
government policies of supporting tobacco prices while
paying for anti-smoking campaigns and medical research
on tobacco-related diseases.
In the last year, the government has spent some $28
gressmen to return voting million on anti-smoking camfavors by casting dreir votes paigns and medical research
against killing tobacco on tobacco-related diseases.
Tarczy says abolition of the
programs.
"A lot of us stood with these support system and the
fellows during the budget cuts resulting increase in tobacco
and voted with them when they production would depress the
needed help," Perkins said. market price for tobacco.
"Now I've got to let them know Weymuller said the governthat tobacco isn't a costly pro- ment should increase tobacco
gram at all for this country; excise taxes to keep the price at
there's only a small ad- present levels.
The Agriculture Department
ministrative cost, and it provides so much for thousands of-----estimates that tobacco sublittle farmers out there that sidies cost taxpayers $100,000 in
would be devastated if we lost 1980 and $57 million over the
course of the program's 48-year
it."
Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, lifespan.
Shamansky claims, however,
R-Ky., said he has been working with freshman Republican that the government has spent
John Napier of South Carolina an additional $600 million to
to determine how much support
the tobacco states have.
Rogers said they have
counted 25 Republican House
(Continued From Page One)
'members who will support
eluded from the amendment
tobacco; although they voted
and would have been allowed to
against peanuts and sugar last
week.
serve unlimited terms had he
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky.,
chosen.
said he thinks burley growers
Confusion errupted during
are worried, "...and rightly
the speeches about the second
SO.
constitutional amendment on
Hopkins said he has tried to
the ballot. It deals primarily
convince Republican House
with the homestead exemption
members that the acreage
for disabled persons. Presently
allotment system for tobacco
those citizens more than 65
"is not some sinister program
years old receive a $12,900 exthat keeps rich people rich."
emption from property taxes.
"The average-sized farm
This amendment would allow
Itobacco allotment) is just two
that same exemption to those
acres'," Hopkins said."Some of
considered to be totally disablmy colleagues back in the Con- ed.
gress live on bigger Jots in
Both Calloway County ProWashington than that."
Oerty Valuation Administrator

Bill To Challenge Burley Support
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House debate on the new farm
bill today represents the most
serious challenge ever
mounted to the federal pricesupport program for Kentucky
burley.
An amendment offered by
Reps. Robert N. Shamansky,
1)-Ohio and Joel Pritchard, DWash., would eliminate the
tobacco-allotment and
price-support program. The

we'll win this tobacco fight."
Perkins said he cancelled plans
to attend Mount Sterling's
Court Day festivities so he
could remain in Washington
and work for tobacco interests.
Perkins said he has talked
with at least 30 congressional
colleagues by telephone and in
person as he fights the tobacco
battle for Kentucky burley
growers. .
He has also asked urban con-

two congressmen claim to have
more than 200 votes ready to
support the measure.
Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky.,
said he can't predict how the
debate will turn out, but said he
felt a bit more positive about
the price-support program being kept.
"I feel a little more optimistic than I did last week,"
Perkins • said. "I believe that

Senate Republicans Consider
$6.2 Billion Tax Increase
WASHINGTON (AP)
Senate Republicans, reshaping
President Reagan's latest
austerity package to their lik-.
ing, are considering a $6.2
billion tax increase as part of a
plan to cut the 1982 budget
deficit by $14.7 billion, sources
Say.
The plan envisions selective
tax increases of more than $27
billion over three years, a
figure that sources say could
rise as Republicans struggle to
come up with $115 billion in
spending cuts- and extra
revenue /o balance the budget
by 1984.
Benefit programs such as
food stamps and goVerrunent
pensions would be'cut by $25.8*
billion over, three years,
although no reductions in
Social Security are anticipated,
sources familiar with the program said Monday.
The souretli said the actual
legislation to raise taxes and
cut the benefit programs would
not be debated until next year,
although the Senate would be
asked to mandate them next
month when it debates a budget
plan.
These sources, who asked not

to be identified,.said the plan
under consideration would be
discussed at a meeting today of
all 53 Senate Republicans.
- They added that while
changes were possible, it appeared certain that the GOP
majority is inclined to back a
plan that cuts spending less
over the next three years than
Reagan wants, and raises taxes
more.
In all, the plan under consideration calls for spending.
cuts and revenue increases of
$73.4 billion through 1964, short
of the $80.1 billion in "identified
savings" that Reagan has requested from Congress. It will
take $35 billion in addition to
that to balance the budget, according to most experts.
For 1982 alone, the $14.7
billion in the Senate package
would' fall slightly short of
Reagan's recommendations for
$16 billion in spending cuts and
tax increases.
The details of the proposal
under consideration by Senate
Republicans came as Reagan,
budget director David A.
Stockman and Senate GOP
leader Howard H. Baker Jr. all
denied an agreement had been

reached on modifying the program Reagan outlined in a nationally broadcast speech last
month.
'• We have not had any
meetings yet on that that I have
been involved in," Reagan said
as he returned to the White
House from a trip to
Williamsburg, Va.
Despite the denials, congressional sources insisted there
was a "pretty good understanding" on remaking Reagan's
proposals.
Sources said the proposed tax
increase plan would be more
than double the $3 billion
Reagan requested. Through
1984, the-plan the Repub!icani
are considering would raise
taxes. by $27.2 billion —
compared with $22 billion
under Reagan's plan. Sources said that for 1982, the,
plan calls for reductions of $5
billion in defense and domestic
programs — far short of the
$10.4 billion the president is
seeking.
In addition, it calls for cuts of
$3.5 billion in benefit programs,
nearly $1 billion above the
president's figure.
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You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 10-20 thru 10-26

Lipton 100 Ct.

Kraft
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Salad
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MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP) — Morehead
State University's
regents have ratified a
budget request of $11.7
million in new state
unds for the 1982-84
iennium.
The MSU Board of

Federal-State Market News
Service Oct. 20, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 5
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 268 Est. 800
Barrows de Gilts 25t to 50e up
sows uneven lower 500 steady
$1.00 up, up to 500 $1.00 down
US 1-2 210-240 lbs..$43.50-43.75
200-210 lbs.
$42.50-43.50
US 2 210-250 lbs
$43.00-43.50
US 2-3 250-270 lbs $42.0043.00
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs $36.00-37.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 137.00-38.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs $38.00-42.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs $42.00-43.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 135.00-36.00
$32.00-33.00
Boars

Regents, meeting million from the state
Monday night, adopted general fund.
the request that had
In other action, the
been approved earlier regents approved:
by the board's ex— Submission of an
ecutive committee. It additional capital conhas been submitted to struction and equipthe Kentucky Council ment request totalling
on Higher Education $1.3 million for a new
for review.
campus telephone
MSU Budget Direc- system and renovation
tor Porter Dailey said of an auditorium.
the proposed 22 per— The constitution
cent increase in state of the newly-organized
general fund support MSU Parents
would be used primariAssociation.
ly to cope with infla— Development of
tion, increase faculty
plans for the
and staff salaries and
reconstruction of a
suppliment student
poultry house, which
financial aid programs
was destroyed by fire
being reduced at the
last month at the
federal level.
university's farm.
For the current
Costs would come
fiscal yeas, Morehead
from insurance
State is receiving $18.3
proceeds.
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Margarine
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Turner 100%
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Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you
1. 51/4% interest paid monthly
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
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Across From
Murray Drive-In
South 4t
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

1 Lb.

68`

Turner 1 %
Milk Gal.

— Various personnel
changes, including the
appointment of Dr.
Walter G. Emge as
academic vice president and Dr. Leroy
Overstreet as
department head in
allied health sciences.

Lipton Instant
3 Oz. Tea

1 88

20 Lb.s

1

Charles Hale and State
Representative Freed Curd
spoke about the amendment.
Curd pointed out the
Legislative Research Commission had told him they expected
there to be 52,000 disabled persons statewide with 13,000 of
those being permanents disabled. He further said the LRC
predicted the bill, if passed,
would result in a $321,000 tax
loss.
Hale said the current
homestead exemptions in
Calloway County have an
assessed value of more than $29
million. These exemptions
result in a loss of tax dollars of
$164,870 annually. •

Morehead Ratifies Request

Hog Market

D & T-Warehouse Food
•••

Forum...

•••

SAVE! SAVE

SAVE

$850 million over the years in
interest rate subsidies for the
program. Even the direct costs
could skyrocket in the next few
years, he says, because of the
Impact that increasing foreign
imports are having on the demand for domestic tobacco.
But Shamansky's opposition
is focused on the program's
production restrictions, which
concentrate control of the
tobacco crop in the hands of
people or organizations holding
550,000 federally-issued
acreage allotments. The
average size is about 4 acres.
The allotments, issued when
the program began in 1933. are
traditionally handed down
from father to son.
About half the allotments are
held by people who lease their
franchise to others for up to
$1,000 an acre, Tarczy said.
Shamansky puts the percentage even higher.
"We have a new oligarchy set
up by the federal government
and it goes by inheritance,"
Shamansky says. "It doesn't
benefit the tobacco farmer. The
beneficiary is the allotment
holder. ... It's people in our
(corporate) board rooms who
don't want to lose this
bonanza."
But the program's supporters argue that the cash
value of the crop, maintained
by the complex support program, has kept many small
Southern farmers in business
and off the welfare rolls.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Political detectives looking
sluesto which Democrat might
be the next to turn Republican
got no help from Rep. Ronald
Mottl of Ohio.
Motil was listed among
several conservative
Democrats being wooed by the
White House and Republican
congressional leaders after
Rep. Eugene Atkinson of Pennsylvania announCed his switch
to the GOP last week.
So Mottl took to the House
flooi to deny he was considering a change.
"To end any future speculation on this matter,I wish to set
the record straight and tell you
— that I am very -proud to be a ,
Democrat and will remain a
Democrat," he declared.
Then he promptly walked to
the Republican side of the
chamber and sat down.
In the small-world department: Rep. Charles E.Bennett,
D-Fla., recently had a member
of the Japanese Parliament in
his office — and the two found
they had more in common that
the U.S.-Japanese defense
issues that prompted the visit.
Bennett said it turned out
that both he and his guest,Masao Hone, had been in New
Guinea during World War II,
fighting on opposite sites.
Bennett told the Japanese,official he was glad the two
hadn't met before on a one-to-one basis. If they had, he explained,"one of us might not be
here today."

Prince of Philadelphia.
"I can't sing, I won't play if
the 'Raps.' touch my Social
Security or take it away," the
letter said. "Our voices are
LOUD, our vote's a big thing.
Will it he tears or Jade, Jade,
Jing,Jing?"
Specter wrote back:
"Somewhere, over the ledger
people live, Those who've
worked all their lives and gave
what they had to give.
Somewhere, past the Supply
Side where ol'folks flee, To rest
out their 'golden years' on
Social Security."
Well, Specter told Ms.
Prince, "It may not make the
Top 40, but I hope that you like
it — although I expect you will
prefer my vote to retain Social
Security benefits."

kt,

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are
welcomed and encouraged.
All letters must be signed by
the writer and the writer's
address and phone number
must be included for
verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be
typewritten and doublespaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Editors reserve the right
to condense or reject any letter 'and limit frequent
writers.
Address correspondence
to: Editor, The Murray
Ledger & Times, Box 32,
Murray,Ky.420,71.
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Garrott's Galley

C Copley News Service

SWILL BUSWP55MAI/141
By

4ii History

Garrott

That Grassy Plot On The College
Farm Is Experimental Golf Green
It's refreshing to meet young
people who have definite goals
in life and specific • plans for
reaching them.
During my time at Murray
State, I always enjoyed getting
to know individual students and
discussing with "them their
areas of study and their plans
for their lives.
Thoughts such as these crossed my mind the other day when
I stood with Jerry Lemons on a
bright green grassy plot on the
university's farm on College
Farm Road and listened as he
excitedly, told me what he
wanted to be in life.
Jerry is a 19-year-old, farmreared sophomore from
Ridgway, M. which is near
Harrisburg. His dad raises
corn and soybeans on 500 acres.
Now, I've known students
who wanted to become — and
did — doctors, dentists,
lawyers, teachers, engineers,
entertainers and various other
professionals, but Jerry, a
handsome, blond-headed,6-foot
youngster, is the first I've run
across who was preparing for a
career as a golf course
superintendent.
In fact, he knows exactly
what he wants to become —
superintendent of the new Murray State golf course now under
construction out on the Pottertown Road.
+++
Next May, Jerry — one of
those rare young men who
sprinkle their conversations
with "Yes, sir," 'No, sir" and
Thank you, sir" — will have
earned a two-year, associate

Today is Tuesday, Oct. 20,
the 293rd day of 1981. There are
72 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 20, 1918, Germany accepted U.S. terms to end World
War 1 and ordered its submarines!ilia to home bases.
On this date:
In 1945, the Arab League was
Formed amid' warnings that
creation of a Jewish state could
lead to war in the Middle East.
And in 1977, . the civilian
government of Thailand was
ousted in a bloodless coup by a
military junta that had install-ed the regime one year earlier.
Ten years ago: West German
Chancellor Willy Brandt was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
for_ his, efforts to lessen EastWest tensions.
Five years ago: President
Ford said his administration
would not tolerate another
Arab oil embargo. .
One year ago: The speaker of
Iran's parliament said it was
unlikely the 52 American
hostages would be tried as
spies.
Today's birthdays: Columnist Art Buchwald is 56;
baseball hall-of-lamer Mickey
Mantle is 50.
- Thought -for today: "Men are
great only if they are determined to be so." — Charles de
Gaulle, French statesmangeneral41890-19701.

degree in horticulture with em- propelled mower with which to
phasis on turf management at keep the grass cut,• an almost
our university.
daily chore. He also has been
"That ought to be just about 'given a seed and " fertilizer
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa.,
the time they will be looking for spreader by the Scott people,
receiving a rhyming letter
a superintendent for the new top dressing materials and
from a constituent, Mildred
golf course," he said with a even an automatic sprinkling
smile. Yes, he added, he has system — a gift from the Toro
been out to the new course people.
several times.
He figure his green, which
"And," he went on," I get he visits every day, will be more excited about it every ready for putting within three
time I go. That's going to be the weeks, and he invites any
Assembly authorized to meet
To The Editor:
finest golf course in Ken- golfers who wish to do so to stop,
The succession amendment only 240 days during the same
tucky!"
and putt on it. "The more the
eight years, we would really
to the Constitution should be
Although Jerry is learning a
merrier," he said, "because
suffer
the power of the purse
defeated by the voters of Kenlot about his field of study in his that's one thing we want to find
tucky at the polls on Nov.3. The strings. Until the legislature
classes with Dr. Roger Macha out — what heavy traffic will do
withdraws powers which it has
writers of our Constitution
and Dr. JoturGriffin, he is gain- to the different varieties."
were wise in limiting the Con- granted to the chief executive,
ing practical know-how and exWhat golfer hasn't dreamed
stitutional officers to one term. then four years are long enough
perience from the grassy plot of a putting green in his
It might be well tor a governor for a governor to serve in sucat the farm where we stood and
backyard, and Jerry contends
to be elected to a term of six cession.
talked the other day.
that one man can build one
We
years but he should not be
have maintained as a
Perhaps you have seen it and within six weeks and have it
given the right to run for teaching profession that the
wondered what it was. It is ready for putting two to three
another term while he is serv- Superintendent of Public Inright by the fence between the
weeks after seeding.
ing. No administration should struction should not be elected
milking barn and College Farm
+++
be permitted to entrench itself but be appointed in the first
Road.
A 15-handicap golfer himself
as deeply in the power struc- place. But this Succession
It's a 2,500-square-foot ex- on his home course the Saline
ture as this amendment would Amendment would so fix his ofperimental putting green which
County course at Eldorado,
allow. We may think we have fice, as an elective one and
he has painstakingly built Jerry has worked as an assisseen the use of executive,power make him so much more a part
himself, using four varieties of tant -superintendent on two Ilin Frankfort but we have seen of the political structure that it
bent grass, the type of grass linois courses — at. Cave-innothing compared to what would be most difficult to free
grown on golf greens for yearRock in 1979 and at Mt. Verwould be possible if we give a education from executive
round use and predominately
non's Green Hills club this past
Governor and his associates domination.
used in northern, more cooler season.
I join wholeheartedly with
the opportunity to run again
areas.
It was these experiences that
legislators, former governors,
while serving in their positions.
+++
Thriiig,/ifs
spawned his ambition to be a
This is not an indictment educators, farmers, labor,
For decades, the golf greens
golf course superintendent.
Iii . Seustm
against the ability of the voters business and other laymen in
in our area have been equipped
"It's the love of my life," he
to make a judgement on opposition to the adoption of the
with bermuda grass, which
smiled, "and I'll be one
whether they should elect a succession amendment.
turns brown with early frksts
somewhere some day, but,
By Ken Wolf
Adron
Doran
governor a second time. We are
and which must be protected
hopefully, right here in MurIs man destined to leave the
Formr House Speaker and
merely saying that the manner
from winter freezes by a le er
ray."
earth, colonize other planets
President Emeritus,
in which a reigning governor
of straw.
and explore beyond the stars?
could manipulate the affairs of Morehead
Several golf courses in this
It is a question that might be
State University
state, the issues would be dimarea, however, now have the
answered as well by the poet as
med beyond recognition. If a
year-round-playable bent grass
by the scientist.
governor were to have the first
on their greens — Kentucky
Loren Eiseley, the naturalist
four years in which to supDam Village, Barkley Lodge,
who writes like a poet and
press the General Assembly
Benton, Calvert City, Paris
thinks like',a scientist,,offered
and unduly influence the other
Glaucoma screening clinics
Landing and the new Paducah
Eastern Kentucky University.
an answerfo this question in his
constitutional and appointed ofwere conducted.Oct. 26 and 27
Country Club, to name a few.
1970 book:. The Invisible
Glenda M.Jones,daughter or
ficers he would be prepared for
at Robertson Elementary
Plans for the new Murray
Pyramid:
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Jones, had State course also include bent
another race as an unbeatable
School. Dr. James Hart, opNature is extravagant in the
assumed
a position - -of grass for its greens. That's why
candidate.
thalmologist, directed the
expenditure of individuals
mathematican in the Jerry is learning all he can
At a time in our nation when
clinics.
and germ cells...Man is a
Automatic Test Equipment about its varieties by actually
we are trying to "get governLightning was thought to be
part of that torrential living
Division, Directorate of Service growing and studying them.
ment off of our backs" why
the cause of a fire that
river, which, since the
Engineering, Newark Air
would we want to saddle
destroyed the stock barn on the
His four varieties,sown in 12beginning, has instinctively
Force
Base, Newark,Ohio.
ourselves in Kentucky with
farm of Mr. and Mrs.'Thomas
foot-plus strips across his 50known the value of dispereight years of executive
Lyles, Rt. 1, Murray.
Births reported included a foot-square experimental
sion. He will yearn therefore
budgets during an eight year
Anne Elliott Flood was nam- boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth green are Penneagle, Pennto spread beyond the planet
period, with a General
ed 1971-72 president-elect by
Thurmond,Oct. 13,and a girl to cross,Emerald and Seaside.
he now threatens to devour:
the Kentucky Dietetic Associa- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Corse,
Each has specific, proven
This thought persists and is
'
characteristics, such as
tion at the meeting Oct. 14-15 at Oct. 15.
,
growing. It is rooted in the
upright growth, disease
psychology of man.
resistance, fast or glow growth,
To The Editor,
drought tolerance and others.
The people of Murray and
Calloway County Attorney
Reba Miller, debate and discus- Penncross, I learned, is tie
Calloway County have shown
Robert
0.
presented
Miller
a
coach at Calloway County most commonly one used in the
sion
their Christian generosity to
( USPS308-700)
citizenship award from Hazel
High
School, was Oct. 24 at U.S. today, and that all bent
those less fortunate. Your overPublisher
Walter L. Apperson
Calloway High with several grass seed is grown in Oregon
whelming response to our plea Camp of Woodmen of the World
Editor
R.
Gene McCutcheon
where
the
climate
is
cool.
schools participating.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon
for donations during our annual to Koska Jones in recognition of
+++
commendable service as
except Sundays,July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Tootsie Roll Drive on Oct. 2 and
To prepare his plot, Jerry
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, Mur3 resulted in a 50 percent in! teacher rendered in her comfirst
dug
out
16
deep
inches
and
pastor, St. Leo's Catholic
ray,
Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
crease over 1980. Your dona- munity.
Deaths reported include Wes
Church, spoke about Labor leveled it, using university
42071.
tions will now be put to work
equipment.
Relations,at the meeting of the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
_helping area Mentally Retard- Page,81.
Then he installed 4/
1
2-inch
discussion
first
tournaThe
Murray
Rotary Club at the
per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
organizations
and also those
83.25
ed
drainage
tile
herringbone
in a
• ment of the season,directed by
Murray Woman's Club House.
County
and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmthroughout Kentucky.
pattern. This he covered with a
ington,
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear,'In., $24.50
A special thanks to those
. 4-inch thickness of pea gravel
per year. By mail to other destinations,$39.50 per year.
businesses who graciously per— 39 tons of it. On top of this he
Member of AssociAted Press, Kentucky Press Association
mitted our organization to work
....out 12-inches of sand— 123 tons
and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Rev. Orval Austin..
in front of their esteblishrpents.
.
N_Itty of PFr Bobby- J. --df it — and a-trAry thin layer of
The'Associated Press is excluiiiely_enfilled to rnviblish
Their kind_ _coopezatiim, and pastor, College Presbyterian
Thornton. who was killed in ac- - organic peat before seeding the
local news originated by The Murray Ledger ic_ilsoos as
contributions, helped make the Church, was elected moderator' lion in Korea a year- go,,
varietiee.' well as all other AP news.
of the Western Kentucky
drive a tremendlus success.
returned to Calloway County
More than $5,000 in
Presbytery at the meeting at
TELEPHONE NUMBERS '
Respectfully,
for funeral and burial services,
chemicals, fertilizer and equipBusiness Office '
Paducah.
Kevin Keohl
753-1916
Lester Nanny, Zebu Carter, ,ment has been .donated by
Classified Advertising
Drive Chairman
753-1916
and Glenn Asbcraft had attend- manufacturers eager to learn
Retail(Display) Advertising
Deaths reported included ed .the Grand Lodge Session of even more about the four
Fr. Joseph Saffer Council
753-1919
Circulation
Leonard E. Radford, 73, and Free and Accepted Masons at grasses.
Knights of Columbus
753-1916
News and Sports Dept
Mrs. Addie Parker,84. •
Murray,Kentucky
753-1918
Louisville.
•
Jerry has been given a self-
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Beyer WillBe Speaker
"Electrical .Power
Needs: Is A Nuclear
option That Bad?"

7:00.9:00
/Os ••811.11111111.4%
Vo I 11111 Wit 1•4
lif•N
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MST

will be the subject
discussed by Dr.Louis
Beyer, a member of
the faculty of the
Physics Department
at Murray State
University, at the
United Campus
Ministry Lpncheon
Wednesday, Oct. 21, in
Ohio Room, 304,
University Center,

Coffee will be furnished by the UCM and
food may be purchased in the tea room or
cafeteria and taken to
U e Ohio Room, third
level, for the luncheon
program. It's open to
all students, faculty,
and interested persons. -

Control C•• 753 3314

Dairy.Wives To Meet
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Members and guests
of Da.,i-ry Wives
Homemakers Club will

e vs

The 'Tog' Girls(R)
Phis
Playmates 00

isio Corked Then.

Several women from
Calloway and Marshall Counties met
recently at Kenlake
Lodge. to discuss the
possible formation of a
local chapter of
N.O.W., the National
Organization For
Women.
The main purpose of
a local chapter would
be to alert women to
issues that will affect
them which are underconsideration in the
Kentucky legislature
as well as in Congress.
The time and place
for the next meeting
will be announced at a
later date, a
spokesman said. Interested persons in
Calloway County may
call Jan Bossing, 7539202, or Debbie Hoffman,436-2174.

Special Savings...

meet Wednesday, Oct.
21, at noon at DeVanti's Steak and Pizza
House.
The September
meeting was at Sirloin
Stockade with Melisa
Stark, president,
presiding.
Betty Tucker
presented a lesson
about "The Look of
Fall." She had
fashions showing the
new fall colors and
fashions from local
merchants to illustrate
points in her lesson.
A Ballard County
homemaker, Mary
Lou Gholson, showed
some of the Swedish
- weaving items she had
completed.
Others present were
Judy Stabler, Francis
McCuiston, Joyce
Tidwell, Beverly
Shelton, Marilyn
McKinney, Imogene
Palmer, Youlanda
Grooms, Lou Ellen
Stark, and Katie Letterman, members;
Jean Cloar, county extension agent to home
economics.

"See Our Homecoming
Window Display,lust
For You."

Homecoming Mums
For All Schools
Available in Fresh or Silk
Order Early & Get Yours $750
AND UP!
Personalized

4A0
44

The Flower Basket
Open 8-5 Doily
609Y2 So.4th

Hold

753-9514

Up

Murray, Ky.

Your Pants

MURRAY
Those Excess Pounds Are Comin'Off.

AT DIET CENTER!
Just Ask Mike Mahoney
MSU Football Coach

FIE LOST
53 POUNDS
Here's What
Mike Has To Say
About Diet Center

1

I succeed on the Diet
Center Program for two
r6osons. I had tried to
tow weight before, but
when I got hungry, I
went off the diet.
At Diet Center, I was
able to lose weight
without hunger. It was
amazing to me! No
hunger and more energy
than I've ever had
before.
Coaching a group of
highly active football
players requires a lot of
energy. With 53 lbs. of
excess weight I didn't
have, the stamina to
work out with the boys
like I should, Now 53
lbs lighter, keeping up
with them is much
easier.

e tt,

At THE LOsi

Weight
•

•

"The
Village"
641N.

,k1;)

Men Don't Measure Up
To Big Woman's Standards

•• •

DEAR ABBY: I'm 32, single, and all my life I've been just
plain big!(I'm 5 feet, 10 inches and weigh 200.)
There's a single man. who just started working where I
work and I think he finds me attractive. He hangs around
my desk and greets me every morning with,"Good morning,
Beautiful" Abby,does he really mean it, or is he making fun
of me? Are men really ever attracted to big women, or do
they think we're desperate?
I like him, but I'm afraid he is just out for what he can get.
Not long ago, a man I hardly knew propositioned me, and I
said no. Then he said, "Don't hold out too long, Honey. A
girl your size doesn't get many chances." I'm beginning to
think he was right.
BIG AND.HURTING IN N.J.

DEAR ABBY: I am enclosing a copy of your column I
have kept for nearly 20 years. This column was a constant
help during a very difficult period of my life when I often felt
I just couldn't make it through another.day.
"Very Poor" gave me the courage to do so, and perhaps if
you print it again it may help others as it did me. I still carry
a copy in my purse and reread it when the going gets
difficult.
J.J. IN N.Y.
DEAR J.J.: I agree."Very Poor" richly deserves a
rerun. And here it is:
DEAR ABBY: I've been reading the "problems"
sent to your column,and I hope you print this because
it might do a lot of people some good.
I'm in a charity hospital with arthritis, TB, heart
trouble, and I am gradually losing my eyesight. I'm
only 38, but I can't remember being free from pain in
22 years. If!cduld wake up one morning feeling good
again I wouldn't care if my wife (if I had one) flirted
with another man.
What I am trying to say, Abby,is if a person can get
up in the morning and go to work on his own two
legs, he should get down on his knees and thank God,
for without health, you have nothing — even if' you
are rich.
VERY POOR

DEAR HURTING: Don't fall into that trap. Many
heavy women suffer from low self-esteem and are
incliqed to take anything they can get because
they're lonely and their chances are few.
Please get IT'S ME — an excellent new magazine
especially for the big woman. The current issue
addresses itself in particular to the problem of
weight-related promiscuity. The article titled,"Sex —
A Weighty Problem — In Your Head or in Your Bed?"
deals realistically with this problem. I urge you to
•
read it!
* * *

*0*

DEAR ABBY: This problem really bothers me. My only
grandchild is 31
/
2. When he sees his mother and her
boyfriend drinking, which is nearly every night, he grabs
for their can or glass and they let him drink a swallow or
two. I am so afraid that this will turn the boy into an
alcoholic.- His mother disagrees. She says it will keep him
.
from drinking Inter on

THE •ACES
"Prejudice which sees
what it pleases, cannot see
what is plain." — Aubrey
deVere.
West saw only what
declarer hoped he would see
in the play'of today's interesting game. Had West
thought about—entries and
setting tricks, declarer
might have had a tougher
road.
West led fourth best and
dummy's heart queen held
the first trk.k. With only
seven tricks now on top,
declarer saw the need to
develop at least two club
tricks, so at trick two, he
correctly led a club to his
king. West grabbed the ace
quickly to knock out
dummy's ace of hearts but
that was it for the defense.
Declarer led a spade to his
jack and then led a low club
to dummy's nine to' give
East the lead. This assured
the contract because even if
East had held another heart,
the defense could win only
fnur tricks.
West should have made
life difficult for South by
ducking smoothly when a
club was led to declarer's
king. After - declarer's club
king is allowed to hold, the
normal play is for declarer
to lead another club to dummy and duck completely
when West plays the 10.
This play wins whenever
East started with A-8 doubleton and breaks even
when East has A-J-8(finesse
obligatory). Unless West
gives ,the show away by
studying over the. king of
clubs, declarer is sure to go
wrong on the second round.
If so, East's club jack wins
and another heart comes

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long,self-addressed stamped(35 cents)
envelope to Abby, Popularity, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

1-'1IRA G. CORN,JR.
NORTH
4A 7 3
if A Q
•8 6 5
Q 96 5 4

WEST
48 2
•K J 9 6 3
*J 32
•A I-0-2

10-20-81-A

EAST
4 10 9 6 5 4
IP 42
•Q 10 9 7
•J 8

SOUTH
•KQJ
108 7 5
•A K 4
•K 7 3

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South
I NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

East
All
pass

Opening lead: Heart six
back while West still has his
club ace for the vital entry
to the good hearts.
Aces were not meant to
be play automatically on
kings.
Bid with Corn
South holds:

10-20-81-B

North
1 NT

South
9

ANSWER: Pass. North
shows a maximum one no
trump opening and a good
spade fit. Nevertheless, this
hand is too weak and three
spades may be more than
high enough.
-- Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

Sale
20V0to50*/0

Rho Meet Scheduled
The Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa
will meet Wednesday,
Oct. 21, at 7 p.m. at the
Boston Tea Party.
Dolj Reddick, president, urges a 1 1
membersto attend.
Geraldine Myers,
Juana Dodson, and
Crystal Parks were
hostesses for the
September--meeting at
The Boston Tea Party.
A pledge ceremony
for Euple Underwood
was conducted by Reddick and Betty Riley.
-.Joanna Sykes,
Altruistic projects
chairman, said money
was contributed to the
Arthritis fund for
September. The International Altruistic pro-

ject for Alpha Delta
Kappa is brain cancer
research at St. Jude's
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. A $60,000 check
was given to a
represeqjative of St.
Jude's at the international convention at
New Orleans in July.
For the next five years
ADK has pledged from
$30,000 to $60,000 a
year in support of this
altruistic project.
Agnes McDaniel and
Clinton Rowlett
reported on the social
activities at the convention.
The theme for ADK
for 1981-82 is "Vision
Through Reflection."
Seventeen members.
were present at the
September meeting.

SlidesAre Shown
Gracie Erwin and
her daughter, Anna,

showed slides of the
work with the-International Students on the
Murray State University campus at the
September meeting of
the Hattie Lee
A class in Basic Galloway Ladies
Landscape Design will Group of Westside
be taught at Calloway Baptist Church.
Also a guest was
County High School
beginning Monday, Nita Nute who spoke
about "Meditations."
Oct. 26 at 7 p.m.
The fundamentals of Randa Cunningham
landscape design will and Vermel Key gave
be discussed. In- the Calendar of
_
dividual topics will Prayer.
Elected as officers
deal with site analysis,
the public area, for the new church
private and service year were Maxine
areas, identification Nance, president, and
and selection of shrubs Mary Kathrxn Starks,
and trees. Class secretary-treasurer.
members will have the Each member was
option of developing given an office.of sertheir own landscape vice.
The group planned
plan.
Jamie Potts, hor- to serve lunch for
ticulture teacher at students at Baptist
CCHS will conduct the Student Center Sept. 23
with the Younger
class.
Ladies group as
There wjll not be a
charge for the class. assistants.
Fay Orr and Hattie
To register, call the
Lee Galloway served
CCHS Agriculture
refreshments. Others
Department at 753attending were Ruth
2545 between the hours
Warren, Sarah Bailey,
of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Betty Gentry, and
The class enrollment
Mildred Crawford.
will be limited.

Landscape
Class Set

•1096 5 4
42
* Q 10 9 7 "
•J 8

Anniversary
Off

On Large Groups
*Hand Bags *Dresses
*Pants *Tops *Skirts *Sweathers
*Blazers •Outerwee•Jackets *Coats
*Jeans *Blouses
(Sorry This Sole Excludes Accessories or Cosmetics}
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Italian Spaghetti
Special

r.
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DIET
CENTER*
753-0020

DEAR GRANNY: Yes. I agree, your daughter is
guilty of child abuse. And if you "love the little guy,"
don't risk alienating his mother, because the child
needs as much of your love, concern and wholesome
Influence as he can get.

By Abigail Van Buren

CALL_ TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION!
1 rhaes Natwat
• ‘4

She qlso lets him walk around with a cigarette in his
mouth (unlighted) so he can pretend he's "smoking" while
there is notfitng wrisnit with ietjflg
--she iimaies. She
him "pretend." I say it will encourage him to smoke
eventually.
Abby, wouldn't you say my daughter is guilty of child
abuse? I love that little guy so much, I hate to see anything
happen to him. What can I do?
HEARTSICK GRANNY

CHESTNUT

$1"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra
)Special For Kids 1
16
7
Inkide Dining Onlv
Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
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Tuesday,Oct.39
Murray Business
.and Professional
Women's Club will
have a dinner meeting
at 6:30 p.m. at the
University Center,
Murray State, with
Mary Jane Littleton as
speaker and Front
Porch Swing Quartet
as entertainment.
_
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. in
Wesley Room at
- church with each one
to bring love offering
bank.
First Baptist Church
Senior Adults will
leave from church at
11 a.m. for fall foliage
tour to Grand Rivers
with lunch at Iron Kettle and shopping mall.
Adult Education
Class will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Calvary Baptist
Church Women will
meet with Gloria
_
Shull.
Retirees of Local
1068 UAW will meet at
5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church. All
retirees of any local in
the area are invited. A
Social Security
representative will be
guest speaker.

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-10117 or 753-6917
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Health Center.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at II-p.m. at the west
end of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Lodge Hall.
Christian Women's
Club of Murray will
have a "Babes In
Toyland" luncheon at
12 noon at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Music Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will hear a program on "Roaring
Twenties" at 7:30 p.m.
at club house. Chorus
rehearsal will be at
6:30 pill.
•
• French horn recital
by Eldon Matlick, instructor, will be at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Murray State
University.
Murray Optimist
Club will meet at 6
p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.

Wednesday,Oct. 21
Murray Optimist Club
Murray-CalIowa
vull meet at 6 pin. at County Hospital -AultJoe's Family diary,will meet at 9:30
Restaurant.
a m. in the Education
Senior--Citizens Unit, third floor, local
Centers will be open as hospital.
follows: Dexter at 9:30
Rho Chapter of
a.m.; Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. Alpha Delta Kappa
to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10 will meet at 7 p.m. at
The Boston Tea Party.
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Medical Explorer
Post *3 of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital will meet at
6:30 p.m. in third floor
education unit,
hospital.
,
Wednesday;Oct.21
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will
meet with Mrs. David
Palmer at 1 p.m.
Retiiiiung —Stiidents
United will meet at
7:45 a.m. in Room 101,
Ordway Hall, Murray
State University.
Mr. Murray State
University - Contest,
sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority
for benefit -of fund
drive for Kentucky
Chapter of Arthritis
Foundation, will be at
8 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium.
Make Today Count,
support group to help
the patient and his or
her family cope vfith
life-threatening illness, will be from 1:30
to 2:30 Film, in third
floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Verona Grogan Narned
As Woman Of The Day
During National
Business Women's
Week the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club is
naming a Business
Woman of the Day. Today's woman named is
Verona Grogan.
Her resume, written
• by. a B&PW Club
member is as follows:
Verona Grogan, 805
Doran Road, could be
considered -The
Grandmother of the
Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Inc." She was the first
employee and first
director of the Senior
Citizens group nearly
10 years ago, and was
very instrumental in
getting the organization off the ground,
and helping to develop
the programs and activities that our Senior
Citizens enjoy today.
Grogan is now one of
three area directors
serving the MurrayCalloway Senior
Citizens.
Though her assigned
duties are spelled out
in the Personnel

Manual, she goes far
beyond this to "walk
that extra mile."
Because of reduction
of federal and state
funding, Grogan has
not been granted a
raise in salary in nearly four years. This
year the budget was
again severely cut by
nearly 30 percent
resulting laying off the
Senior Citizen's Van
driver and the Nutrition Site Director at
Ellis Center. Rather
than see the Senior
Citizen Programs suff e r , Grogan
volunteered and insisted that these two
jobs be combined with
her present duties,
already bogged down
with federal and state
bureaucratic paper
work, but at the same
salary she has. been
receiving for the past
three or four years.
Though a devotee of
her family, her
parents, her church,
as well as an avid
bowler on her bowling
night, Grogan has a
faithful devotion to her

Ward Gives Lesson
Faye Ward
presented the lesson
on "Look of Fall" at
the September
meeting of the Countryside Homemakers
Club at her home. A
potluck luncheon was
served with Annie
Filson reading the
devotion.

"Cooking With
Wine" was the lesson
presented by Wanda
Henry. Wanda Barrett
was cohostess.
Others present were
Carolyn Enoch, Dinah
Westerman, Robbie
Hale, Monica Walston,
Jonathan Fuson, and
Eddie Ward.

Dairy Wives
-1Tomemalters will
meet at 12 noon at
DeVanti's.
Thursday,Oct. 22
Gamma Gamma
Chapter Of Beta sigma
Phi will have a chili
supper. at Southside
Manor at 7 p.m. with
Judy English and
Brenda Jones as
hostesses.
Annual Fall Bazaar,
First United Methodist
Church, will start at 10
a.m. Lunch will be
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. with tickets ;2.75 each.
Thapublic is invited.
Licensed Practical
Nursing Students will
sponsor an open house
at Murray Area Vocational School*,
Sycamore Street at
Doran Road, from 12
noon to 3:30 p.m.

Bible Journaling
Group at First Christian Church will meet
at the home of Ron and
Hester Gray, Rt. 5,
Murray,at 7 p.m.

itnif *is
Woodrow Riau of Rt
3. Murray. announce
the engagement and
approaching marriage
of their youngest
daughter, Linda, to
Wayne Marshall Higgins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Higgins. Lynn Grove.
The bride-elect is the
granddiuithter-oriCrs.
Victoria Grasso and
the late Pancrazio
Grasso of Staten
Island, N. Y., and of
the bite Mr. and Mrs.
Linda Hicks f11141
Floyd Of Murray.
IL(1.
‘-at, ‘larsliall Higgins
The groom-elect is
the grandson of Mr. Salem Baptist Church. vitations will be sent
and Mrs. Ora Wyatt, Lynn Grove: A
All friends and
Nort+r-Sixth Street, tion will follow receprelatives are invited to
in the
Murray, and the late church fellowshipliall.
attend the wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Only out of town in- and the'reception
Smiley, Murray.
Both Hicks and Hig- -1(11111 Center .Class I/ ill
gins attended
tir'k l'ar Local Peaple
Calloway County High
School and are now
Adult Work AcFor information call
employed at tivities Class members -753-6622. This will be a
Trenholm's at the Murray - special project -for
Restaurant, Murray.
Calloway Comprehen- each member to earn
The wedding will be sive Care Center will money for himself, a
solemnized Saturday, rake leaves and set fall center spokesman
Oct. 24, at 3 p.m. at bulbs.
said.

Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the club house with
Richard Valentine as
guestspeaker.
Magazine Club will
meet at the home of
Frances Brown, 1709
Melts Extended, at 2
p.m.
Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary ale scheduled to
meet ar 7 p.m.
Wranglers Riding
Club is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m.
SIDS (Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome)Support Group is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center. For
information call 7533381.
Senior Citizens
Centers will be open as
follows: Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m
to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.

N E EDI! VVOMAN

NEEDL!WOMAN
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NE EMI VVOMAN

FABRIC

COSMETICS,INC.

A
CLEAN-OUT

Total Skin Care

SALE

Senior Citizen patrons.
rices Good Thew Set.
Her interest and conOct. 24 while "'entities last
cern for each one
reminds you of Jerry
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Before

After

Nellie Jo Sanders
Hair Stylist-Beverly Warren
Make-up Consultant-Vickie Roberts
Cosmetologist- June Johnson

Pc'
LADY 9e`te FLOWERS

k

.

705 S 4th ST
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 753-4320
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rr
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Free Banquet Facilities
i
r
.rr
1
irr
Monday & Tuesday
rirr
todithaor ifr
$299 sovv
/
i
/
$329 With Solod !
!
Bar
i
_
!

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Weekday Specials

Chopped Steak
if Club Steak
r

I

ir All Dinners Include Fries Or Baked Potato
I
cRefonileise,oTnea
i
f
All You Can Eat Salad Bar,
Soft Drinks
- And Texas Toast
r
/
r.
,
Wednesday 8 Thursday -

!
/
1

"See these
Values!

if CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

All

'Center Stage"

2

I Group "Joyce"

•

20% Off
• Some Petites

Off

6

Velveteen Blazers
$130004_
The

*Brown
*Corn&
*Green
°Grey

Clothes Closet

ilLABLE

South%itir Manor Murray

USE OUR
LAY-A-WAY PROGRAM!
At P.N. Hirsch & Co. you will find oar Lay-A-Way Program con
be very
helpful Here are 12 good reasons to use it today!
1. Lay-A-Wey as many articles as you want.
2. Lay-A-Way Sale Goode 3. Lay.-A-Way Markdown or Clearance Goods
4. Have as mony Lay-A-Ways as you wont
S. $1.00 deposit starts a Lay-AM/ay
6. Yoe Pay Only Once a Month
7. Too can pay al.%w as $1.00 Per month
S. Leave merchandise in Lay-A-Way as Imjg as you Me
•
9. No rmenceamps - '
••••64-ac
TO. No Servtce Charges 11. Pick ep Part of Lay-A-Way if you want to
1 2.111 money paid down, refunded if yew don't mint your Lay-A-Way
So, shop P.N. Hirsch & Co. today sod use our Lay-A-Way Program to
kelp start yor owl year family getting ready for thoWiwtar Season or Lay.
A-Way now for Christmas! There -ore inlimit.d neasher of ways to save
when you Shop P.N. Hirsch & Co. in Murray!
r

/
!
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$299
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Bor

/
/
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/
/
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$329,

With I
Salad Bar
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t On
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i "Best Beef In Town and'
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Operetta To Be Presented
The Gilbert and
Sullivan operetta,
"The Mikado," will be
presented Oct. 22-24 as
a joint production of
the Opera Workshop
and the Murray State
University Theatre.
- Performances will•
begin at 8 p.m. each
night at the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
"The Mikado" is one
of the most popular
works written by the
English authors. Also

PRACTICE, PRACTICE,.PRACTICE —
Darvin Stern and Debi Yoak rehearse their
roles in The Mikado, which will be presented
at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre on Oct.
24.

Sealy Posturpedic®
our statement of comfort.
When it's comfort your back
needs, Sealy Posturpediet delivers
a firm statement of comfort. Designed
in cooperation with leading orthopedic
surgeons. for no morning backache from
sleeping on a too-soft mattress.

joining in the production is the University
Symphony, under the
baton of Neale B.
Mason.
"The Mikado" was
written and will be
performed In English.

It is a comedy, full of
beautiful - music and
light-hearted 'patter"
songs, a theatre
spokesman said.
Admission for the
operetta is $3 for
adults and $2 for

students. University
Theatre season tickets
also will be honored.
All seats are reserved.
Reservations may be
made by calling 7676797 or at the Johnson
Theatre box office.

• •

'

•

Excessive violence
in professional sports
will be the topic of a
lecture by Richard
Horrow, chairman of
the American Bar
Association Task
Force on Sports
Violence, Thursday,
Oct. 22, at 8 p.m. in the
University Center
ballroom at Murray
State University.
Horrow, who recently wrote the book,

"Violence in Sports,"
will discuss the problem of increasing
violence in professional sports and steps
being taken to deter it.
Film clips depicting
violent sports scenes
will also be shown.
Horrow has appeared on several talk
shows, including
"Tomorrow Coast to
Coast" and the "Today" show. The lec-

ture is free and open to
the public.

Photos
Featured

A spread of four
photographs from
University Theatre
productions at Murray
State University in
1980-81 was featured in
a recent issue of
Playbill magazine.
Scenes shown in the
. double-page layout.are
• from the following
shows: -Lu Ann
Hampton Laverty
Oberlander" directed
by Rick Delaney,
visiting lecturer,
"Oliver" directed. 1:.-1)
Free Banquet Facilities
Mark- M--aliniu-siias,
director of University
C011111)0111 0.4)00: Theatre; -Vanities"
directed by JillO'Brien; and
"Woyzeck- directed
by James I. Schempp,
Lunch Specigl
designer and technical
All You Can Eat
director for University
Theatre.
Soup & Salad Bar
In a letter to Dr.
"Over 35 Items"
William Parsons, dean
of the College of
$1
Creative Expression
at Murray State,
Donald P. Garner,
editor of Playbill, said
Your Choice of
more than 2,500
4 Lunch Dinners
photographs were submitted to the magazine
by colleges and universities'for special picture displays in the
Choice of Potato &
magazine.
Texas T000st. Free
Published by Alpha
Refills on Coffee, TeaPsi Omega,the largest
& Soft Drir-Ics, 11 o.m.-4 p.m
theatre honorary in
Murray
So. 12th
.Call 753-0440
the World,' Playbill is
one of the oldest
magazines of kts kind
in the United States. It
has been published
continuously - for 54
years and is
distributed to
students, faculty
and libraries in more
than 900 colleges and
universities.
Alpha Psi Omega
has more than 40,000
. members, including
those in the Gamma
Epsilon chapter at
Murray State. .
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Eric S. Pugh
'Church of Christ with
John Dale officiating
and Jerry Bolls.directing the song service.
Active pallbearers
will be Terry Stubblefield, Ronnie Stubblefield, David Pugh
and Ken Dougherty,
all uncles. Honorary
pallbearers wl be
Steve Steele, (- ;arry
Evans, Tolain
raway and members
of the Young'Married'
Sunday School Class at
the church, taught by
Carraway.

*4GRAND
OPENING*
*Ozark Log Homes*
Stove
Shoppe
Sat. Thru Fri. Oct.
17-23

Your Only Authorized Dealer
in Murray For Eaber Hearth
Come Out and Meet Us. We
Offer An Excellent Line of
Stoves, Inserts, Furnaces.

Our Ember Hearth Stoves
Come With 5 Year Warranty & TVA Approved

JOIN US FOR Coffee & Donuts
Register for a free country ham to be given away Fri. Oct. 23 a
6:00
Do not have to be present to win.
WE BACK UP WHAT WE SELL!

CERTIFIED TVA INSTALLER

zA,R„Loi. St ve hop-pe
HOMES

Hwy. 121 By-Pass Quality Stoves Quality Service

753-6774

of the first lamps
-wick dipped in
The holder was
of stone.

Phillip Wayne
Holland, 25, brother of
Pat Holland of Murray, died Sunday at
Lubbock General
Hospital, Lubbock,
Texas, from injuries
sustained in a Saturday morning motorcycle accident.
He is survived by his
parents,. Charles and
Rosemary Holland,
Gilbertsville; grandmother, Mrs. Bernice
Holland, Calvert City;
four brothers, Rick
Holland, Paducah,
Bob Holland, stationed
with U.S. Navy on the
USS Saipan, Keith
Holland, Gilbertsville,
and Pat of Murray. The arrangements
will be by the Kennedy
Funeral Home,
Paducah.

Thefts Of Hubcaps
Reported By Police
Separate . incidents
of hubcap thefts were
reported Monday night
by the Murray Poli;e
Department.
According to police
reports, four hubcaps,

$229

Murray, Ky.

Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery
with the arrangements
by J. H. • Churchill
Funeral Home where
friends may call until
8:30 a.m. Wednesday
when the body will be
taken to the ehitreh

Holland Diet
In Accident

r••••
4 "

Services for Eric
Stephen Pugh, 2, Rt. 2,
Hazel, will be Wednesday at 10:30 qi.m. at
Seventh and Poplar

Violence In Pro Sports
Is Topic Of'Lecturer

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
-

Pugh Rites In Church
,.

ins

UPI

CALLOWAY COUNTY FBLA CHAPTER
MEETS — Debbie
Oakley, Region I vice
president from Marshall County, was the
guest speaker at the
Calloway'County High
School Future
Business Leaders of
America FBLA)
meeting Sept. 30. She
explained the purposes
of FBLA and
presented, slides and
pamphlets on the
organization. Carla
Barnett, chapter presin;nttsti
dent. also
committees for the
year.

valued at $400, were
allegedly stolen from a'
car owned. by Oatman
H. Farley, 1011 Olive,
between 6 p.m. and
8:30 in the MurrayCalloway County
Park.
Another set of hubcaps, also valued at
$400, was reported
stolenfrom a tar owned by Peggy Carraway, Rt. 1, Murray,
at about 8 p.m. in the
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital parking lot, reports said.
Suspects in both
cases are unknown
and investigations are
continuing, reports
said. The charges in
each case would be
theft by unlawful taking over $100, a Class
D felony, reports said.
Police officials said
they were not sure if
the incidents were
related.
Police also reprted a
car, owned by George
Betsworth, 1601
Farmer, was parked
in the Betsworth
driveway from Friday
night ,-4,1.ntir- -Monday
and was _struck by a
red vehicle and pushed
sideways eight inches
during that time.
Driver of the red car
is unknown, the
reports said.

Well%

6 Month Certificates
Get the most for your money in the least
amount of time...minimum of $10,000!

14.045%
Effective
Oct. 20-Oct. 26, 1981

Security Federal
Savings 84c Loan
Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1 234

rx

"Your Future Is Important To'Us."

BEST
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Interior Design for Everyone

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
..

LIVING-DINING

By BAJUIAJLA MAY=
AP Neeniestares
Whether the client is wealthy
or poor. the functional problems are basically the Same
when either consults an interior
designer.
What is different is attitude.
"Poor individuals are much
less jaded and much more appreciative," says Janet Schirn.
Heretofore, not very many of
the poor have had a chance to
consult designers. But if Ms.
Schirn has her way, individuals
and groups withOut access to
professional designers soon
may gaiDentree.
The Chicago-based designer
has been the moving force behind a new community service
program which the American
Society of Interior Designers is
sponsoring.
Ms.Schirn says the steps taken so far by the professional
group include publication of a
book providing designers with a

KITCHEN

CAR CARE
0
/ •
R
N

E
The last step before buying a used car is to have it
checked out by your mechanic. Before your go to that
expense,. do some checking.
yourself. Bodywork can be
expensive, so check for rust
Surface blisters in the paint
are usually- an indication a
panel is about to rust
through completely. Tap
with your fingers along the
bottom edge of the body.
Solid metal bodywork has
a metallic ring; plastic body
filler gives a dull tap; ruste4out panels feel spongy, or
Loose..

THE LIVING-DINING AREA AS WELL AS the kitchen of
this home open onto a screened porch which makes the living
areas appear deeper than they are. There are two bedrooms
as well as a room at the back of the carport which serves as a
storage space. Plan HAI 1 26R has 1,010 square feet. For
more information write — enclosing a Stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd St.
North. St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.

bilislarta tor community iavol•ement on many levels and
a series of workshops t,. 'Jr
held in seven cities this tall ,nd
during 1962
The aim is to encourage local
chapters of ASID as well as individual members to offer SerY ice in their corrununities.
According to Ms. Scholl, designers are already working
with the disadvantaged, the
aged and handicapped, and providing guidance and other services to institutions such as hospitaLs, day-care centers, drugtreatment facilities, correctional-institutions, schools, community centers and libraries.. •
At advocates, designers have
spoken up for landscape beautification, for threatened landmark buildings and for consumer protection, particularly
in the areas of fabric flammability and home furnishings
product labeling.
Contrary to popular opinion,
the smaller the quarters and
the lower the budget, the greater the need for a designer, says
Ms. Schirn. That is because designers are trained to take a
humanistic point of View, to ask
the questions that will make
the environment truly- responsive to human needs. She says
society has been putting the
cart before the horse by restricting access to design services to those who can pay.
The designer began conducting seminars on community service as an ASID member six or seven years ago. Recent events have led her to believe that "we are on the threshold of greater involvement of
designers in their communities.
When I first began giving these
seminars, only 10 or 15 individuals.would attend.
"At one conference recently,
80 people came. Furthermore, I
am being stopped at conventions by designers who want
to tell me success stories about
their own or their chapters' involvement ln the community,"
she said.
A $1,000 grant from the Na-

uestal-finrievan•nt for the Arts,
matrhed by a similar donation
.n mune) and time from ASID.
has made possible further development of the program Besides Ms Schirn. 11 other MID
members are now trained to
lead.;community development
semmars..
The grant also helped a small
group of weekers to collect details aboul the types of community betterment projects in
which various ASID chapters
and individuals have participated
Among some typical exampies. Ms Schirn cited the design -of a model theater for the
handicapped, lobbying for art
works in public places, the design of a cooperative grocery
store and the redecoration- of a
hospital burn ward.
The Chicago chapter helped
get state funding for interior
repairs to a state school for the
retarded, while a southern
chapter scrubbed and repainted
a long tunnel connecting two
hospital facilities and then re-

did the hospner's cafeteria. For the benefit'of Goodwill
Industries, the Georgia chapter
decorated a sta-room home
with second-hand furniture and
welcomed 4,000 visitors to ilas
home in a weekend, demonstrating how to reclaim similar
low cost finds.
Other chapters have pivirlded
their services free of cher,* to
low-income families in need of
decorating and
ideas, and helped
illikle
ow
ta
er
i rno,
shops in a deteriorating neighborhood refurbieh their shops'
windows and More interiors.
The ejm at the proiect is twofold; acturging to Ms. &tin%
to serve the community, and to
enrich the lives of designers.
"U I can offer guidance to a
mother who has to accommodate three adolescent boys
in one small room so that she
can give each boy the privacy
he needs, I may be giving that
family a tool they need to make
a difference in all the rest of
their lives." she concludes._

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1982 Cargo Van
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Murray
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By ANDY LANG
• AP Newsfeatures
Attaching laminated plastic
to a table top, counter or similar flat surface can transform
a drab piece of wood into a colorful, smooth, eye-catching article.
The attachment is generally
made with contact cement, although a variety of other adhesives can be used. What gave
contact cement its instant popularity during the '40s and '50s
was that it permitted bondings
of this nature to be made without the use of clamps or other
holding devices.
Suddenly, two pieces of wood
— or a piece of wood and a
sheet of laminated plastic —
could be held together securely
merely by pressing them together and applying a little
pressure with the hands. For
large items, a small roller, of
the type used for wallpaper
seams, worked even better than
hand pressure.
There was no questioning the
term contact cement. It bonded
immediately on contact. That
tremendous asset also had a
When
you
disadvantage.
brought two materials together,
you had better be very certain
the pieces were aligned properly. If they weren't, you couldn't
get them apart again.
This propensity of contact cement to bond instantly and
firmly is the very advantage
that makes necessary a special
technique when attaching a
large sheet of laminated plastic
to a table top,"piece of plywood
or similar surface. It is almost
impossible to hold such a piece
of plastic over a table top and
lower it into position without

being off a fraction of an inch,
which is disastrous on that kind
of project. The item that keeps
you from such trouble is nothing but a piece of brown paper.
You can buy special pager
where you get the plastic, but I
have used ordinary brown
wrapping paper with good results..
Cement the two surfaces to
be joined. Allow the adhesive to
dry according to the directions
on the container, usually 15 to
20 minutes. When it is dry,
place the brown paper on the
wood so that it covers it. Do
this carefully and you will find
that you can maneuver the paper without it sticking to the
cement. Now lightly place the
plastic into position. Again you
will be able to get it exactly
right without anything sticking.
Lift one end of the plastic.
Bend down a corner of the paper and press down the plastic
so that it fits perfectly on the
wood. Now you will be able to
slip out the brown paper from
the bottom, just an inch or two
at a time, as you press down
the upper portion of the plastic.
Within a few minutes, the attachment will be complete. Remember that it is important the
first bonding at the top be correct. Once that has been done,
the alignment can never be disturbed because of the ability of
the adhesive to hold tightly on
contact.
Once laminated plastic has
been bonded'properly to wood,
it holds indefinitely. To prevent
the wood from warping over a
period of time, many woodworkers seal the side of it opposite the laminated plastic to
prevent the entry of moisture.

If that side is already finished,
a sealer is generally unnecessary, but don't forget that
moisture entering the edges of
wood also can cause trouble.
The edges- can be painted, finished with a clear coating, covered with veneer tape or
moulding, hidden with metal
stripping or trimmed with.
edges of the same laminated
plastic.

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS
If you are contractor interested in doing
rehabilitation work and would like to be placed
on our bid list, contact Frank Mosko at 502-2362553 or Write City of Hickman Community
Development, P. 0. Box 230, Hickman, Ky.
42050.
Contractors will be required to have the
following.

(Home handymen will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this paper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N. J. 07666.)

a
The most accurate photo
electric spectrophotometers
that science can offer are
still only about 40 percent
as good as the human eye
is at distinguishing between
colors. A person can distinguish about ten million
different colors.

1. Work References
2. Credit References
3. Liability Insurance
4. Workmen's Compensation Insurance
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Yankees Host Dodgers

'Good Never Gets Oicil
Expos Eliminated
MONTREAL (AP)
— For pitcher Steve
Rogers of the Montreal
Expos, it was defeat in
the face of victory.
could see the two
faces of the Great
Tragedy," said
Rogers, "the smile
and the frown. They
were both right there
about to be put on the
wall.
"I got the frown."
• Comedy and
Tragedy are often a
thin line apart,. as the
Expos found out Monday when they lost the
National League pennant to Los Angeles 2-1
in the fifth game of the
championship series.
The Expos had won
the second half of the
season, and Rogers
had put them in position to do that with a
brilliant two-hitter
against the New York
Mets. They clinched
the title the next day.

in the solemn Expos'
locker room. The tears
in McHale's eyes told
the story.
It was also told in
first baseman Warren
Cromartie's tears and.
in the quiet stares into
lockers by Andre
Dawson, Bill
Then he beat Gullickson, Charlie
Philadelphia and Lea and starting pitSteve Carlton twice in cher Ray Burris.
Rogers told it, too,
the division playoffs.
His success con- by his first reaction.'
He pulled off his
tinued into the championship series, when socks and threw them
he beat the Dodgers 4-1 angrily onto the floor.
-"You aren't going to
in the third game.
He was called upon come over here, are
in relief Monday, his you?" he yelled to
first bullpen assign- some approaching
ment in three years, reporters.
Said Fanning: "I
but yielded the winning home run in the have great compasninth innink to Rick sion for Steve Rogers.
He has carried _us on.
Monday.
It was a crushing his shoulders for four
weeks. But he'll be a
blow.
Club President John better man for this. He
McHale hugged will accept it and be
Manager Jim Fanning better for it."
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'81 Citations
s
'82 Cavalier
ON NEW CAR

SAVE NOW,SAVE BIG
LOANS FOR ALL
1981 CITATIONS &
1982 CHEVY CAVALIERS DELIVERED
BY NOVEMBER 11, 1981.

NEW YORK (AP) —
The World Series
makes its latest start
in history tonight with
a duel of left-handers
as Jerry Reuss of the
Los Angeles Dodgers
faces Ron Guidry of
the New York
Yankees.
The Dodgers
qualified by surviving
a battle of endurance
for the National
League pennant,
outlasting the Montreal Expos in five
games. Los Angeles
finally nailed down the
title with a 2-1 victory
Monday, delivered in
dramatic fashion on a
ninth-inning home run
by veteran Rick
Monday.
"T h e Fall Classic,"
Monday shouted in the
happy Dodger dressing room. "We're going to the Fall
Classic."
The Yankees have
been waiting for them.
New York eliminated
Oakland in three
straight games to capture the American
League pennant and
has been sitting back,
marking time, while
the Expos and
Dodgers settled the
National League title.
'.`If we lose
(tonight), it will be
because we were rusty," laughed Yankee
Manager Bob Lemon.
"If we.-win, -it will be
because we were
well-rested. I've been
asked about the layoff
a lot, but it r,ally
doesn't matter that
much."
Dodger Manager
Tommy Lasorda said
he wasn't certain
about • his pitching
after Geuss in Game 1,
although it seems likely that playoff Most
Valuable Player Burt
Hooton,a right-hander
who won two games
against Montreal, will
get the Game 2 nod.
Noting the Yankees'
left-handed power,
Lasorda- said
he'dnlove to have
another southpaw to
follow Reuss.
Using Hooton in
Game 2 would leave

lefty Fernando Valenzuela, who pitched a
three-hitter over 82-3
innings against Montreal in Monday's
clincher, for Friday
night's third game in
Los Angeles. Projecting even farther, if
Valenzuela pitches
Game 3, it would make
him available for a
possible seventh-game

assignment with a full
four days of rest,
should the Series go
the limit. That prospect doesn't disturb
Lasorda in the least.
"Back in July, I said
if we were ever in the
fifth (final) game of a
playoff or a Series,
that Fernando would
be the guy I would
want on the mound for

Former-Dodger John Says
Blood Still Runs Dodger Blue
By Will Grimsley
AP Correspondent
When Rick Monday
hit the ninth-inning
shot into the rightcenter field stands of
Montreal's Olympic
Stadium to. mOve the
Los Angeles Dodgers
into the World Series,
perhaps no one was
more excited than the
New York Yankees'Tommy John.
,"You can't play
seven- years with a
_team without getting
close to the guys," said
the crafty All-Star pitcher with the restructured left arm. "Like
Tom Lasorda, I still
bleed some Dodger
blue."
If he actually bleeds
. Dodger blue, it oozes
through Yankee
pinstripes, because
John, 38, is one of
owner George Steinbrenner's big weapons
in the championship
series, beginning
tonight at Yankee
Stadium.
As a Dodger, he appeared in three games
against the Yankees in
the 1977 and 1978
showdowns, winning
one and losing one.
Now, as the starter in

Now Through November 11—
. 1981,

me," he said. -.That's starting date _for the:
not taking anything 1917 Series between'
away from Hooton and Philadelphia A's and
the Chicago Cubs.
Reuss."
The Series marks
. Lemon, meanwhile,
will feed the Dodgers a the renewal of one of
diet of three straight the most exciting
left-handers. After rivalries in baseball
Guidry, there's history. It will be the
veteran Tommy John 11th time these two
for Game 2 and young teams have collided
Dave Righetti, who'll with baseball's world
face Valenzuela in a championship at
battle of rookies stake. The Dodgers
have won only two of
Friday night.
Because of the those showdowns, in
strike-split season and 1955 and 1963.
additional layer of • -A Dodger-Yankee
playoffs, this year's World Series is always
Series is the latest- a great one," said
starting in history, Yankee owner George
easily beating the old Steinbrenner. "Good
record of Oct. 17, the never gets old."

CITATION 4-DOOR SEDAN

o roomy five passenger hatchback with fold-down
rear seat, rock and pinion steering, radial ply tires

the second game disenchanted millions
"The Dodgers are
Wednesday night, he of fans.
more conservative and
could face his old
—These are two of more public-relations
teammates twice the most highly minded," said the
before the series is recognized teams in veteran pitcher. "The
decided over the next baseball, both of them locker room is looser.
10 days.
"There are no off• with a great tradi"I'll break my tion," he said. "They limits in the
knuckles trying to represent the clubhouse. The
whip 'em," John financial, commercial Dodgers give the press
vowed.
and entertainment wide latitude and deSomeone asked the capitals of the East mand that players be
tall, lean Hoosier from
cooperative with fans
and West Coasts."
Terre Haute,Ind., if he • "No two teams are and the press alike.
• • • •
••
thought his long more publicized. Like
association with the
Notge Dame and the nice-guy Dodge?
Dodgers would give Southern Cal in foot- image and do
him any sort of a pit- ball, both have a big everything possible to
ching edge.
national following. The preserve it."
"No, that's kind of series is a natural. It's
John said the
ridiculous," he said. a bonanza for the TV
Yankees were just ap
"It will be the same as network (ABC) and
possessive of their imas if we faced Mon- the commercial age but treated it in a
treal or some other sponsors. But mainly different light.
team. With no it is terrific for the
-The Yankees are
desigrpted hitter, I fans."
more austere," he
don't know how I'm goJohn said he had said. -They say.,
ing to pitch to Burt found some striking 'Look, we are the best,
Hooton," who may be similarities in the two the kings — you come
the Dodgers' starting longtime World Series to us if you want
pitcher in Game 2.
rivals, but also some
anything.' And the
Tommy was marked differences.
press does.
delighted at the prospect of a YankeeDodger series,
predicting that it
would do more than
anything else to heal
some of the negative
aspects of the six-week
Two Murray State at Murfreesboro, yet
strike that chopped the football players•will be should be recovered by
season in half and questionable as to Saturday.
Johnson, for his 89
whether they play
against Akron in
yards on 17 rushes
Saturday's road game. against the Blue
Tailback Danny Lee Raiders, was named
Johnson, who led all the Racers' Offensive
rushers in the MSU,14- Player of the Week,
9, loss to MTSU last selected by the team's
week, has a bruised coaches. Defensive
shoulder and a bruised guard Mike Smith
knee. Offensive guard racked up nine total.
Tim Wheeler is suffer- tackles, three for
ing from a pinched losses of six, two and
nerve in his shoulder. five yards, and
Both may be sidelined retovered a fumble to
this week but are ex- receive the MSIS
pected to be healthy by Defensive Player of
org
wit
the Week award for
Homecoming,Oct. 31.
Linebacker Donald the MTSU game. No
AO'
White and Jimmy special team player
Piercefield both award was given this
received ankle injuries week.
A

Injuries May
Sideline Two
Racer Gridders
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II Turpin,Wildcats Continue
While Bowie Recovers
By CHARLES WOLFE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Sam Bowie
wishes the injury to his
left leg would go away
or at least stop drawing attention, but it's
hard to hide anything
when you're 7 feet I.
Everything about
the University of Ken• tucky center is oversized. Even his crutches are six feet tall.
Another giant of the
game, Wilt
Cpamberlain, once
said a stomach ache in
a 7-footer is no ordinary pain. So it's little wonder that Bowie
says his fractured shin
bone is "a scary
thing."
For one thing, he
never had a serious injury before. More
importantly, "the doctor said there's no
guarantee fractures
will heal 100 percent,"
Bowie said in an
interview.
Despite that, the injury is "more of a
mental thing than a

physical Mag.!' he
said.
"I keep saying to
myself that the leg will
be all right, but
everytime I run into a
reporter, the first,
question is the leg,"
Bowie said. "I would
think the media would
be seeing what the
other fellows were
thinking about the
season, because right
now I can't do nothin'
for Kentucky."
Bowie, of course, is
not being written off,
but Coach Joe B. Hall
is proceeding as if his
most talented player
won't be back.
-We can't let it
bother us right now,"
Hall said. "We've got
to go ahead and
prepare Melvin (Tur-

pm) for whatever role
he's thrown into at this
time.
"We can't set aside a
position, a style of
play, and say that
we're going to be
ready for this when
Sam comes back.
We're going right on
and develop just as if
4id_not hayi Siun.
Then, when he conies
back, It'll probably
give our team a boost
and we'll be better
because of it, if Sam
can pick up ... soon
enough to make a solid
contribution early in
the season."
Turpin is Bowie's 7foot sophomore
backup. He performed
brilliantly at times last
year, but grew complacent in his reserve
role, "a little more
content with not making a daily contribution," Hall said.
"He might have had
a little letup in his selfmotivation, but I don't
see that in him this
year," Hall said.
"...He seems to have

the attitude that he's
going to contribute
every day and looks
like he's on his way to
having a great year."
Hall said his first
goal is to -develop a
unity with Turpin in at
the post" and to "consider moving someone
else in to the post or
the power forward
position so Turpin has
an opportunity to play
with another big person in preparation for
Sam."
In other words,
Bowie and Turpin are
likely to spend a lot of
time on the floor
together, as did Rick
Robey and Mike
Phillips, the 6-10 duo of
Kentucky's 1978 NCAA
championship team.
Robey and Phillips
were dubbed "King"
and "Kong." Bowie
and Turpin look like
the World Trade
Center.
That fits I-N•sll's
philosophy nice!!
"I definitely think a
good big man is better
than a good little
man," he said.

Prep Standings Altered

Top Spot Changes Again
LEXINGTON, Ky
API - Louisville St.
Xavier became the
fourth team to hold
The Associated Press'
No. 1 rating in Jefferson County 4-A after
the Tigers' 23-7 upset
of DeSales, last week's
frontrunner
St. Xavier, despite a
6-2 record, collected
seven of 11 first-place
votes to jump from
third place and pass
once-beaten Ballard in
balloting by sportswriters and
broadcasters.
DeSales, 7-1, fell to
third. Ballard, also 7-1,
received the other four
votes after bombing
Iroquois 58-6.
Fourth -ranked
Southern and No.5 Jeff e rson town maintained the positions
they held last week.
Southern, 6-2, shaded
Valley 7-0 and
Jeffersontown, 7-1, got
past Manual 14-7.
Playoff-bound Lexington Henry Clay
blanked Lexington
Tates Creek 14-0 and
received 10 votes to
keep the State 4-A

lead The Blue Devils record Lincoln Counafter humbling Todd
are 84
ty, meanwhile, fed a
Central 00-0 and the
The remaining vote notch to third despite
Yellow Jackets trimmwent to Henderson an 8-0 record and a 174 ed Bell Count) 304
County, 8-1, which re- victory over Garrard
Rowan l'ounty
mained No. 2 by whip- County
jumped to fourth with
ping Evansville, Ind.,
the remaining vote
Cawood. also 8-0, got
Central 38-7.
after the Vikings, 11-0,
the
remaining
vote hammered Mason
Shelby County, 6-2,
routed Bullitt Central and advanced to fourth__--Camay 41-9
41-0 and jumped with a 43-19 blowout of
Pans outscored
fromotifth to third. Leslie County. Berea 20-6 and receivDixie Heights, 7-1, nip- Franklin-Simpson was ed nine votes to rep e d Lexington upset by Bowling
main top-ranked in
Lafayette 15-14 and Green 14-7 and fell Class A at ti-o.
from
fourth
to fifth at
broke in at .No. -4.
Belle/no landed tWO
Campbell County, 8-1, 6-3.
votes
and rose two
Corbin kept pace in
was the new No. 5
spots to second with a
team after whipping 2-A, receiving nine 36-22 victory over
votes with a 40-15 vicScott County 33-0.
Beechwood, last
Bowing out of the tory over Somerset, week's No. 2 team
standings were which dropped from
Both teams are 6-2
Ashland, a 14-6 loser to fourth to fifth The
Beechwood fell to
Russell, and Madison- Redhounds are 7-0
fourth
ville, which dropped a The Briar Jumpers
Harlan moved from
14-6 decision to faded to 6-2.
fifth to third at 8-1 with
Owensboro Apollo.
Fort Campbell and
a 54-6 battering of
Fort Thomas Middlesboro, both 8-0, Fleming-Neon. PaintHighlands remained
again held the Nos. 2 sville, 6-2, slid from
top-ranked in 3-A, col- and 3 ratings. Fort third to fifth with a 27lecting nine votes and
Campbell got a vote
14 loss to Pikeville
improving to 8-1 with a
34-7 victory over
Simon Kenton.
Danville downed
Harrison County 31-7, Get to know your neighbor. He's a
received One vote and
moved from third to
second despite a 6-2

National Leader

Morehead's
Chambers Leads
MSU Hosts OVC Cross Country OVC Receivers
tucky ( 83 ) and
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Louisville (90).
(AP)- Bo Chambers
MSU's men see their
MSU's scorers
of Morehead State has
next action Oct. 31 crossed the finish line
moved to the top spot
when they host the with only 42 seconds
arribng pass receivers
Ohio Valley Con- separating the team's
in the Ohio Valley Conference championship. first runner (Dianne
ference, according to
The University of Stewart, 10th overall) statistics released by
Kentucky finished a and Valerie Coraotta
the league this week.
whopping 16-64 margin (15 place overall).
Chambers, a senor
Crossing the line betover second place
frOm Louisville, has
CorStewart
and
ween
MSU, yet the Lady
caught 27 passes in
Racers placed ahead aotta were Dianne
five games for an
Holmes
(12th),
Wendy
of both Eastern Kenaverage of 5.4 recepSlaton (13th), and
tions a game. Western
Deanna Dennison
Kentucky split end
(14th).
The Lady Racers John Newby, last
week's leader, is serun again Oct. 23 when
cond at 5.3.
touchdown runs of 1
Chicago wide they. host Western
Chambers also leads
and 4 yards, and toss- receiver Marcus Kentucky.
the conference in scored a 2-yard touchdown Anderson scored an 85ing with 7.6 points a
pass to Rick Kane as yard touchdown after
game. Austin Peay's
Detroit stormed to a taking a short pass
Floyd Jones follows
27-14 halftime lead.
from quarterback
with 7.2 and Weztern
Hippie, who com- Vince Evans, Walter
Kentucky's
Troy Snarpleted 14 of 25 passes, Payton dove 1 yard for
Murray State finish- don is third at 7 points
hit David Hill with a another score and
10-yard touchdown John Roveto kicked a ed in the middle of the a game.
Tailback Terence
pass in the third 22-yard field goal as pack in the Tiger Inquarter and connected the Bears' record fell tercollegiate Golf Thompson of Eastern
Tournament recently Kentucky is tops in
with Freddie Scott on a to 1-6.
44-yard TD pass play
Hipple threw only and individually plac- rtishing with 118.9
in the fourth quarter. four passes in the se- ed Chris Edholm in the yards a game. Jones is
runner-up at 110.8 and
Late in the game, he cond half, but com- second place overall.
The Racers tallied Akron's Dennis Brumhit Leonard Thompson pleted all four and conon a 94-yard play, the nected for touchdowns 929 points to finish field is next at 102.3
eighth among 16 yards a game.
third-longest scoring on his last three.
Murray State
pass in club history.
The 48 points were teams, including winEddie Murray the most for a Detroit ner Ole Miss (905), se- quarterback Gino
booted field goals of 49 team in a regular- cond place Western Gibbs ler& in total ofand 53 yards for the season game since the Kentucky (907), third fense with 147 yards a
Lions, who improved Lions beat San Fran- Oral Roberts (910), game, followed by
fourth host Memphis Morehead State's Don
their record to 3-4.
cisco 48-7 in 1954.
State (913), tied for Reeves at 126.3 and
fifth both Missouri and Western Kentucky's
Kentucky with (914), Ralph Antone at 122.8.
Reeves is the top
and seventh Alabama
quarterback
with 11.4
(917).
12. Arkansas
5-1-0 179
t Lsoi Sobers
6-3
5. Jdfsmntimou
74
Ole Miss' Dave completions a game.
11 Bngham Young
StMet-A
6-1-0 113
Teege topped the field Tennessee Tech's
I. Lex Berry Clay (If) $s
14. lows St.
4-1-1
1. Beedersoo Co 1)
110
of tollegiates with his Tony Constantine is se84
1 Selby Co
6-2
215 while Racer Chris cond at 9.2 with Antone
15. Nebraska
4. Dixie finights
4-1-0 346
74
5. Catiapbea Co
Edholm took second and Gibbs tied for
II-1
16 Wastungton St
Qom 3-A
$41
MG
third at eight complewith a 219.
1. Ft The 1/9419eall (I) 84
17 Anzona St
1 Dew& 11/
5-10 IS
Other MSU players tions a game.
3. Weds Co
$s
Akron linebacker
scoring were John
II Michigan
4. Cawood (1)
434 291
Sr
& Frasidlnlimposo
Wedell (235), Tom Brad Reese leads in
6-3
19 Minoan
5-1-0 317
asoniti
Casper (237), Tom tackles and assists
I. Condo (I)
21OlondaSt
4-34 147
1. Ft Campbell (1)
Watson (239), and with a total of 116.
2. 111611mboro
Murray State's Donald
Matt Doolittle (244).
6 Remo Co (11
White is second with
I. Somirnet
tourney
The
was
High School
arm A
played at the 110.
I. Pails (I)
Murray State's Mar• Belem (2)
Woodstock Country
Football Poll
1 Barka
Club
in Millington, cus Moss heads the list
Jefferson Co4-A
4. Bsectowssel
in kickoff returns with
1 IAD St Xavier (7)
6-3
S. PREM.&
Tenn.

Murray State's
Chris Bunyan led the
men's cross country Racers with a first
won their meet at the place 24:17.2 in the
Murray Country Club men's competition as
course Friday against MSU clipped SEMO,
Southeast Missouri, 24-31.
while the Lady Racers
were busy at theSame
Racer Eddie Wedtime placing second in derburn finished sethe Kentucky cond at 24:25 and Rob
-Women's Inter- :11yten tool( iffth. Barry
collegiate Champion- Attwell's seventh
ships in Bowling place and Jeff Stipp's
Green.
ninth rounded out the

scoring for MSU.

Lions Crush Bears,48-17
PONTIAC, Mich.
(AP) - Second-year
quarterback Eric Hippie, making his first
National Football
League start, passed
for 336 yards and four
touchdowns and ran
for two other scores,
leading the Detroit
Lions to a 48-17 victory
over the Chicago
Bears Monday night.
Hippie, a fourthround draft choice out
of Utah State who
started the season as
Detroit's No.3 quarterback, got the call after
second-stringer Jeff
Komlo faltered for two
straight weeks in relief
of injured regular
Gary Danielson.
Hippie had

Edholm
Captures
Second

Tuesday's Game
Los Angeles (Reuss 10-4) at
New York (Guidry 11-5),(n)
Wednesday Game
Los Angeles at New York,(n)
Fry's Game
New York at Los Angeles,(n)
Saturday's Game
New York at Los Angeles
&Way,OcL
New York arLos Angeles, if
necessary
%today,Oct. 27
Los Angeles at New York,
(n, if necessary
Wednesday,Oct X
Los Angeles at New York,
(n (, if necessary

College
Football Poll

szsz: :sr:I.'

SCOREBOARD
World Series
Schedule

2. Izei Ballard (4)
3 Loa DeSalet

-Dorman 1-AA Football Poll
'1 , Tie Jackson State, Eastern Ken:tacky 1511
.3. New Hampshire (50)
-4. Murray State 1411)
I. Idaho State 146,
Boise State(Mt

7-1
7-1

Copier on
the blink?

7. Middle Tem.(12)
Tie S Carotins State, Lehigh(ll)

I

10 Mcotana 23

AP Top 20
Football Poll
Penn St.(366,

$40 1.293/s

4 Pittstargh126)-ii

540 1177%

.3. North Caminito i 3 ,

64-0 1,155

:4 (lemon

64-0 1,033

I Southern Cal

51-0

994

Slow'

5.11

rai

7 Georgia

5-1.0

Methrkivd

• :11 Merumpre st
91 Taw
11 •Alabarnp

102

640

Ma

5-1

641

4-1.0

611
119
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AVAILABLE

Belle' see Pie new _vivy
oehatite --A B 0,ca 990
plan pm:47 cope.
The 990hasla cl the "meet
wanted testutes of Milch)nes costing 50% more
inctuding tte
to make 1 1 1.1 17 COPOS
• COPy both Wes and use
most any lune'of pipet •nCludiog Oyashaa0 IraniPeeoc.ea ono labels
Call us today

Ili NORTH 7TII
MAYFIELD
247 5912

They're Falling Again!
Sit hock oW 'goy the foN weather. Let T & D
Landscaping & Lawn Mointeleance
resume yomr leaves quickly end efficiently.
FREE ESTIMATES
.
ON THE SAME
DAY YOU CALL

t

'

We Also Have Trained Personnel
To Prune Trees and Shrubbery
„

• it

•

in his profession

an average of 25.3
yards a return. Tennessee Tech's Billy
Blaylock is a close second at 23.5.
Norm, KY
Jenne D. Washer, FK
In team statistics,
753-4377
Field Itapresawnrtive
Western Kentucky
ranks as the top offen- This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
sive team with
375.2 . has earned
national recognition for excellence, providEastern_r4
tm_er
yards a game.
nig service tor -his Woodmen members
n
Kentucky follows at
352.4 and Morehead
State is third with 337.6
-7.11• FAMILY Fror•rnoy"rds
Eastern
asi
Kentucky is
the top defensive
team, yielding only
193.7 yards a game to
opponents. Murray
State is runner-up with
244.1 and Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee are third at
267.7.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
/1,.mir Otto. OSondoown I"we r • I hrbaha

73e

MOWN •
BALLOON
Two Fall
CO. o
To Racer
Netters
Murray State's
women's tennis team
defeated a pair of opponents at home over
the weekend, dropping
Southern Illinois, 7-2,
and halting East Tennessee, 7-1.
A scheduled competition with Western
Kentucky was rained
out.'
The victories improve the Racers
record to 11-3 on the
year. The next competition for MSU is in a
quadrangular match
at Memphis State Oct.
23. Other teams in the
matchup will be
Mississippi State and
UT-Martin.

For that special occasior)
send -inflatable flowers!
TI-IF FLOWER
AILTERVIATIVE
LirtIndays
weddings
anniversary
Lalpy shower,etc.
Pi-IONE: F5.©14
Free Delivery

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes to your eyes. In faot, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing- your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet, "Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.

.47

T&D Landscaping
and Lawn Maintenance

gouth
eta
°plied

Offering Csainercisi & Residential Landscaping

%I* want vot4 to shine

,s_
v

1907 Coldwater Rd. 759-1913

-
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frauts Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 21,1981
What kind of day will tomor- Enjoy hobbies, creative purrow be? To find out what the suits and romance. Make WI.
stars say, read the forecast portant calls.
given for your birth Sign. CANCER
(June 24 toJuly22)
ARIES
It's a good time to shop for
.aka.21 to Apr. 19)
the home. Relatives want to
Pleasure trips are favored.- help out firiancially. Trust
Romance deepens. Enjoy a hunches. Your work should be
special time with a dear one. inspired now.
Seek commercial outlets for LEO
your creative talents.
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/24g
TAURUS
and
charm
Your
(Apr.20 to May 20) 13
doors for
open
gregariousness
You'll have luck on both the you. Where the personal touch
job and domestic fronts. Part- is involved, you will make a
ners are supportive in unex- fine impression on others.
pected ways. You may bring VIRGO
work home from the office.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
GEMINI
Friends turn you on to ways
(May 21 toJune20)
to increase income. Be sure to
You're full of fun now and - respond to their good suggeswill be a lively companion.

er

bons. You will envy much
AQUARIUS
social MN Veh8.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
LIBRA
You'll have successful talks
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
with lawyers and advisers.
quad fellowship marks this
Singles may decide to marry
day. A generous mood makes
or to travel:Accept invitations
you want to help others. Enjoy
to interesting parties.
your popularity,, and expect
PISCES
_ financial
favorable
I Feb. 19to Mar.20) X
.e
developments.
An adviser has a surprising
tip for you. Career progress is
SCORPIO
assured now,so put forth your
(Oct. 23to Nov.21)
best efforts and impress
Private chats benefit your
higher-ups.
career. Be on the lookout for
financial opportunities.
Creative people will find
YOU BORN TODAY are
career openings.
creative, but you need sellit
ar*
SAGITTARIUS
discipline to make the most of
(Nov.22to Dec.211
your abilities. Don't let your
News from afar should
wide interests degenerate into
please you. You may receive
trifling. Instead, concentrate
travel invitations. A friend
on the one line in which you
surprises you with some
wish to succeed. You have a
valuable information.
gift for the written and spoken
CAPRICORN
word and will have success in
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
writing, teaching, singing or
Talk with higher-ups about
In business, you're a
editing.
profit-sharing and retirement
born salesman. You'll have
benefits. Your fine business
success in advertising, bankacumen brings you career
ing, publicity and travel.
progress now.

nveV.

Radio Drama To Air
On Halloween Eve

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Solitary
ACROSS
. Answer to Monday's Puzzle
3 Near
1 Pie -- 4 Essence
mode
A
Tip A
A
5 Rent
4 Trumpeter
E
011 R
. 5 El A
6 Having
Hirt
F,
folds
6 Buckets
7 Three-toed
1 1 Spin
A El
sloth
13 Flowers
S Er
A
A
0
8 Evils
15 Office
A
Climbing
9
holder
P E
A
GE
plant
16 Fixed look
T
A
A R A
10 Dinnerware
18 Tardy
A
A
12 Conjunction
19 Meadow
1111
.1
00
1;,1
21 On the ocean 14 Compass pt.
17 Lease
A
22 Tin symbol
23 Part of PTA 20 Simian
A
24 Alms box
26 Swiss river
25 Diocese
29 Above
55 Broad .
44 Bitter vetch
31 British river 27 Too bad!
' 46 Talk idly
28 Rage
56 GI color
" 33 Scale note
57 Fondle
34 NH's neigh- 29 Leave out
48 Collect
30 Reject
59 Babylonian
•
bor
49 Matched.
deity.
51 Appellation
35 Household . 32 Withered
36 COnjunction
62 Naval abbr
of Athena
pet
64 Tantalum
54 Hebrew
38 Scottish river 37 Insect
42 Rip
symbol
measure
39 Article
40 "Leave - to
10
9
6
5
4
2 3
1
Jane"
41 Dillseed
III 14
13
11UU12UU
43 Remainder
18.
17
16
15
45 Cover
47 Visionary
22
21
19
R20
50 Sun god
26 27 28
52 Kind of doll
23 24
53 Seed
33
32
31
30
1/1 .
56 Semiprecious gem 34
39
35 36 37
58 Angry
51
43 44
42
41
40
60 Scale note
61 Hate
49
48
47
46
45
63 Did an
53 54 55
52
usher's job
50 51
65 Backcomb
ill
59
58
57
56
66 Pierre's
state: Abbr..
64
63
62
61
67 Exist
67
66
DOWN
65UUUU
1 Seed coating

•
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URR

•UUU25
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OBVIOU5LN, YOU
ARE JUST As
MESSY AS EVER!

The "Nightfall"
Arthur Samuels'
radio series, among "The Repossession," a
the most chilling tale of sibling rivalry,
dramas aired on is scheduled to haunt
WKMS-FM, 91.3, will listeners on Halloween
present an especially eve.
bizarre tale on the
Samuels examines
Halloween eve, • Fri- the potential for a
day,Oct. 30.
psychic relationship
The ominous Na- between a man and the
tional Public Radio ghost of his Siamese
series airs at 6:30 p.m. twin brother who died•
each Friday on the fine when they were
arts radio station from _separated by an operaMurray State Univer- tion thirty years
sitv.
earlier.
Each week, the
gravelly voice of
Luther Kranst hosts
in the half- listeners
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
devoted
program
hour
for
- (AP)-The design
bizaare, thern
"the
to
the Kentucky Center
unexplained and the
for the Arts is being
unspeakable."
changed in an effort to
A production of the
keep the project within
Canadian Broadbudget,
its $26 million
Corp.,
according to planners casting
consists of
"Nightfall"
of the project.
series of plays
Jim Walters of a
commisi
especially
Humana Inc., which is
radio.
for
sioned
helping oversee the
Robert Malesky, excenter's construction,
producer, says
ecutive
sad expensive
"makes exseries
the
building materials are
use of radio
cellent
mostly to blame.
technology by carefulHe said officials
combining voice,
hope the design ly
music and
sound,
changes will. trim
into a totally
silence
some $1.4 million from
involving experience."
the cost of the project.

Design
Changed

RNA
2 NOTICE

2. NOTICE

M & G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows_
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and windo
glass. Cut mirrors and
glass table tops. Do picture framing. 753-0180.

Only the
Newspaper

vaciasa00*-

WNIU 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

black fur, curly tail and
short nose. Call 436-5663.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

6 HELP WANTED

listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly 410 you locate
the classification KJ are looking
Ion
1. legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
1. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. But Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings

17. VacuumCleaners
1t. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23.'Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
23. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
31. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. Livestock Suinillis
34. PetsSupplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Salm,
45. Farms For Sale
U. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
41. Used Cars
SI. Used Trucks

clerk 9 a.m.-1 p.m. five
• days per week. Typing
skills and bookkeeping
background required. Action Personnel 753-6532.
Mature ladies with tailor
shop or detail clothing
alterations ability both
men and women clothing.
For appointment call 7591177 from 9-3. Senior
citizens welcome.
PART TIME Good income until Christmas!
Display ladies fashion
jewelry in homes, clubs,
offices, etc. Call toll free
Lisa Co. 1-800-631-1258.

NEED THREE PEOPLE
to shampoo carpets op-

portunity for $300.00 per
week. Apply in person 8
a.m.-I0 a.m. only at 701
Jefferson St. Paducah.
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed -stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box ji84, Wakefield,
Mass.01880
Jobs Overseas-big money
fast. $20,000 to150,000 plus
per year. Call 1-716-8426000.

NEW
TALENT

•We con stretch andm

home your needlework •
•

Wanted for TV Commercials. Call (210)
757-6072 Sr apply 2pm only. Coble
World Productions,
211 W.56 St., Suite 5
D, NY.

Studio •
•300Carter
753-8298
Mom

•

I KNOW
IT---

If you would like to look
and feel like a new you attend the Lady Love Consultation at Gene & Jo's
Flowers. Each Tues.
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
prizes.

PISTOLS
GALORE

uniese firm..Syne/Kew Inc
OCT.20

YOUR NEW
_ DIET

PENtoiE! LiG14! VUK!

LOOKS SIMPLE
ENOUG1-1'

7.65 Walthers; 25
Cal. Automatic, 38
Cal. Smith &
Wesson, 9 MM
Browni'ng
Automatic, 45 Cal.
Navy Colt.
Collectors
weapons, pistols,
rifles & shotguns.
Come in and see
our assortment.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop
iyL

7.3-7l 13

Faye's Monogram - Get
your Christmas gifts
monogrammed now.
Avoid the rush. Located
at 1890's Ice Cream
Parlor Dixieland Center
on Chestnut. 753-7743.

e.o55

r 74p c J

ANIMALS
NEEDED
Dogs, Cats, Birds,
Monkeys ETC for TV
Commercials - CaN
(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM only
Cable World Productions 211 W 56 St,
Silts SD, NY.

Reliable baby sitter for
infant and three year old.
753-8418.
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny 5 88 Ncrth St.
Stoneht.. Mass.02120.

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

SITUATION WANTED

now located Dixieland
Center on Chestnut.
Hours 9:30-10 p.m. Mon.Thurs. 9:30 a.m. 11:00
p.m., Fri. and Sat., Sun.
till 11:30. Try our chicken
753-3604.

FoR THE
GHOST WHO
WALKS.

IA

4
1;
ITA;

Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
For further .information

minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

carpet $25.00, black chair
$20.00, spanish lamp
$10.00, black-silver fire
screen $20.00. Other
spanish accessories call
753-4445 after 4 p.m.
1980 RCA XL 100 color
track t.v. 767-2548.
COLLECTOR'S PRINT
- Maynard Reece Dark
Sky Mallards (1976) 85950 numbered and signed
mint condition. Half price
of current market.value.
759-9457.

16 HOME FURNISHINGS.
Dining room table with
six chairs and buffet. Call
489-2159. -

WE BUY
Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings, etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
)pen:9 a.m. 1o9 p.m

753-7113

BIBLE CALL
"Irritated" 75 9 - 4 4 4 4.
Children's Bible
Story - 7594445.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUX
So your child
wants to take
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Rent applies to

CLAYTONS
753-757S
23 EXTERMINATING

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
Ph.. ,,J ivIv

24 MISCELLANEOUS
Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory cut to order.
Bulk rates available. 753- 7585 or 753-7300.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Firewood
now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Order

I Will babySit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

1890's Ice Cream Parlor

THANK GOODNESS
I GOT YOU IN
THE
TIME
JUDGE clAVE
ORDERS
WHEN YOU
ARRIVE,..
TO SHOOT
YOU DEAD

10. BUSINESS
OPPQRTUNITY

Information on Alaskan
and OVERSEAS employment. Excellent income
Call (312)741-9780 Ext.
6062.

B.STORAGE BUILDING

Olympic Plaza
Open: 9 a.m. to 9'PA,

IT WAS NICE OF stlOu
LET ME SLEEP,
ANYTIME
ON `tt)Utrt SOFA
LAST NIGHT

Retiatyks-babysitter will
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 753
8600.

22 MUSICAL

57.11kiled

I FINALLY FOUND
MY EARMUFFS

Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free- estimates
liefore 2:30. 753-548.4.

30 sq. ft. red black shag
Shipment and receiving

Taking applications for
day and night help at
Druther'S Restaurant.

53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column

--ITS JUST THAT I DON'T
LIKE TO HEAR MYSELF
EAT SOUP

Would ike *job house
cleaning. Honest, depen
dable. have references.
759 1255.

Print is lasting. Impressions of what
call 753 8738
is read last far longer than what is
15 ARTICLES FOR SALE
heard. A newspaper's printed
5. LOST & FOUND
message is durable tor as many who
wish to read a copy as often as they Found in Panorama Do your Christmas Shopwish. And then it is still used-for Shores female Husky mix ping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
with dark brown and
other protects.
belts. Custom made

51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors

71-IE WORLD NEEP5
MESSY PEOPLE..,>/

I
vii41142
,
9. SITUATION

Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Saturweekday afterdays
noons and earenings. Pre
school children - toddlers.
753.6988.

NOTICE
Benefit Fie Fry Supper for Leroy.
Wednesday night, 6:304:00

AMVETS.
POSTNo.45 •
Paris Landing

Four ET mags and four
steel belted radial tires,
29 sheets at trailer underpinning. Call 753-3677
after 6 p.m.
Wood for sale $25.00 per
rick delivered and stack
ed 489-2813.
Franklin fireplace with 3
ft. triple.wall pipe large
'stove pad. All for $150.00
call after 49 m. 436-2725.
Firewood $25.00 rick delivered.. Call after 5
. p.m. 436-2744.
Firewood for sale 753-3523
cr 753 0281.
Four 15 in. wheels, tires
and hub caps 560.00. 7534504,,

4

E MURRAY.Ky., LEDGER

.

r 2u. 141

•

3LestitalmMES311E311PIE 303E7/
24 MISCELLANEOUS 6377/7777C7rm"mm
RENT
Wood burning stove- wiffi
fan and jacket. 2/
1
2 years
401c1. 345-2135.
Glass and antique brass
lireplace screen used one
___seasoa_Sears best. Call
436-2219.
Harvest gold electric
dryer $125.00. ladder rack
for a short bed pickup
$25.00. 7591322.
Custom made rifle case,
Slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; id Center. 7599633.
Gas stove excellent condition $125.00 firm. 753-2266
or 759 9626.
CHIMNEY-S-, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
installation kit,6",529
8", $42.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Wood for sale 125.00 a
rick. Cali 489,2101 or 489223),
KERO-SUN heaters•
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, S162.99
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $218.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Term.

Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
WOOD HEATERS
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron
grates and doors, lift off
cook Surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.

26

1

TV

g ADM

REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES

1971 Richardson trailer
12x60. Gas, central air
and heat, furnished
$6700.00. Call 753-4312
after 5 p.m. Call 753-8854.
12x65 1973 mobile home
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra nice. Call
759-1987.
12x64 three bedroom P/2
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call after 5 p.m. 753-4469.

28, MOBILE
HOME RENTAIS
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill Tr.
Pk. No phone calls please.
Mobile home for rent and
lots. Riviera Courts office
hours 8-5 753-3280.
Furnished two bedroom
mobile home with central
heat. $175.00 a month.
Brandi's Tr. Pk. formerly
Moody's. Call 753-8411.
Mobile home 12 x 50 furnished near university.
Central heat, no pets,
deposit required. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00.
For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.
Three bedroom 14x70 fully furnished. Prefer couple with one child. No
pets. Call 753-4864.
Two bedroom trailer 16
acres. 753-8889 after 4
p.m.

BUSINESS RENTALS

Mimi
Warasesse
Storage Epees
For Rest
7334758
Commercial property for
rent approximately 2000
sq. ft. on S. 12th St.
Formerly Southside
Restaurant. 753-6612.

32. APTS. FOR- RENT
HIGHLAND TERRACE
- Now renting, Section 8,
HUD rent-subsidized
Apartments. 1, 2, & 3
bedrooms. Apply at
Highland Terrace Apartments, North Friendship
Road,- Route 44.-12,
Paducah, Kentucky, or
dial 402-554-7843. Equal
Housing Opl3Ochinity. _
Furnished .one bedroorn •
apartmnt near downtown
Murray. 753-4109,. 436- 2844.

Two bedroom apartment
on South 8th. Adults.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4p.m.
One bedroom apartment
low utilities reasonably
priced. 753-3949.
Extra nice two bedroOm
duplex near university
Couples only. Available
Nov. lst. $225.00 a month
Call 759-1087 after 5 p.m.
Two bedroom duplex
three miles from town on
private road. Water fur
nished. Extra nice $175 00
cal; 753-88-48 before 9 p.m

38 PETS SUPPLIES
_
Dog Obedience Workshop
Oct., 17th L 18th with or
without dog Covers how
6096 NAM and Hie most
modern training team,
most.
gun:+fowl*
out of our "dog dollars."
Nationally known train
ing director. Eight miles
South. of Murray at Glen
dhenmtre Kenttels. 436
2858.

40 PRODUCE
Sweet potatoes'2 mile off
94 at Pilot Oak Ky
Charles Singleton 376
5155
41

PUBLIC SALE

Two bedroom apartment
close to hospital. Deposit
required. No pets 753
7809.
Two bedroom apartmerrt
for rent, range, oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, c- arpet
No pets. One gear lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753 3865

Public Sale Fri. and Sat.,
Oct. 23 74, 8 5, 702 Main
St. Sale will benefit adult
activities program Many
new items for sale inciDding blankets,

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.

Yard Sale across from
Hardin Sporting Goods in
Hardin Wed. and Thurs.,
8:00 5:00. Baby clothes
and childrens clothes.

Nice two bedroom
townhouse apartment
Carpeted, central heat
and air w .range,
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or
753-7550.

Four party garage sale
Wed , Thurs., Fri. and
Sat Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24. Old
pie safe, laundry stove,
1948 Chrysler, firewood,
adult and childrens
clothes, Christmas
decorations. Items to
numerous to mention.
New ones added daily.
Corner of Sycamore and
Dr.

Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m':
Efficient apartment for
boys. 1603 College Farm
Road. 492-8225.

34 HOUSES FOR RENT
Two bedroom brick eight
miles southeast of Mur
ray. Married couples on
I y . References and
deposit. 492-8594.
Five room frame house
located on Hwy. 121 west
Of Murray. Call 7535602
between 8 and 4.
Well -insulated, re
decorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room.
Large kitchen, stove,
built-in cabinets. City
water. Available immediately. Near Murray.
$150.00. References.
Deposit. Couple. No pets.
753-7551.

household item S,
clothing, shoes, handbags, watches, candles,
childrens records, wall
hangings. Used items include all sizes of clothing,
like new recliner, bicycle,
miscellaneous items.

43 REAL ESTATE
Lake Property
Wp would like to show you
homes you can afford.
Completely remodeled
retreat winterized only
515,900.00.
Brand new well built
modern home with lots of
extras S21,500.00.
•
Mobile home at
Shamrock Resort
511,900.00.'
Larger home with dock
per m it327,800.00.
1150 sq. ft. home with 8
lots $18,800.00.
We have what you've
been looking for and can
afford inIday's market.
Call us t ay Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
hventen
Per ent
Insurance L
Real Estes
Ceurt Sq.
Murray, Kentucky,
253-4451

New 3-4 bedroom brick
two baths, den with
Franklin fireplace on
lakefront lot. Lease,
references, deposit.
Strout Realty 753-0186
Two bedroom &use three
miles east of Murray.
Dishwasher, stove, trash
compactor. Call 753-8830
after 5 p.m. 753 1463.
Four bedroom house 6,2
miles East of Murray just
off Hwy. 280 on 614. Rent
$300.00 per month. Call
753-6612 or 753-5200.
Three bedroom house, living room with fireplace, •
family room, carpet,
drapes and appliances.
Walk to M.S.U. Call 7533006,
121 between Coldwater
and Mayfield. Two or
three 5edrooms,
trefrigera
stove and
dishwasher furnished.
Cap 489-2775.
Two houses near
university. S100.00,
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
P.m.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities
Deposit required. St, t365353.

38 PETS SUPPLIES
Now taking deposits ior
AKC Registered Labordor Retreiver pups, solid
black. Call 753-8918 dur
ing business hours.
AKC small poodles one
Male three female. Call
492-8974. .
Art regLsterett 'Oober
man puppies. Have been
wormed and. ha,c1 shots. A
reasonable price. 75941651..
Six' month old Black
Grfat Dane, , full
pedigree, cropped
'
ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7538527.

AKC German • Shepard
puppies; -28 champions
For rent two, bedroom - and five
generations slso
apartment $175.00 4,, registered
American
month. 1301B Peggy Ann.
Eskicnck4- Spitz puppies.
Call 73 8411
502.5Sa 2153.

LAKE HOME
Dreamed of a
home on the lake,
but thought you
couldn't afford it?
Well, now you can.
This like new, 4
BR.,2 bath,2story
home can easily be
yours because it
has two complete
separate
housekeeping apts.
whereas you can
live in one and rent
the othewr. This
home is located only a few steps from
the water edge of
Ky. Lake on a tree
shaded lot in
beautifu-I
Panorama Shores.
Offered in the 40's
thru Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
St.
OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Economic family
living in this
wooden /contemporary home and
li-2 acres located
in a lovely setting
at the edge of Murray. Many unique
unusual features
including 40x12
Redwood deck,
40x12 concrete
patio, fireplaces in
living room and
i
family room, pea
-thermopane w ' dows, and much
much more. Price
just reduced. $70's.
Phone 753-1222,
OKqpperud Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple Listin GG Ser-

43 REAL ESTATE
SUFI, ASSUMP-1
T10081 Yes you con!
There are • alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they or, more
beneficial to the buyer
f
Cr
d "
aditi
,olselm
methods
kv

These olternotiv•
methods will becornt
increasingly popular in
the next decode As
crveroge home prices
and prime mortgoge interest rotes increase.
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of oil real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financmeing methods.
thods that ore
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property - - methods
available to you.

LORETTA ..10118, IlE61.T01
20e Sycilmoor
U"a 5eniucky 42011
,902i 753.V9'

FOR RENT
First offering by
US. Three
bedroom, 2 both, 2
miles out. Also a
three bedroom
garage apartment.
Three bedroom
brick in the city
also 1 0x 50 2
bedroom furnished
mobile home in dihi

75341111
•
atsi

1Cf

If

& eltOrta TV INANAGEPAI*44

t)
753-1222

45 FARMS FOR SA

Seitusted iarin stead. m
ten intensities*,form
acres Include marketable
twice
timber. tobacco base. truck lift Ha
MIK Can 711 ValTobacco barn to ac$
commetele 3118
stall stock barns. wiener
•
Wrings and good well.
St CAMPERS
Large well constructed
alder farm house. Just
/1116 OW Midas Moto? '
right to be remelted into
home V M.long. excelieflt
a beautiful home. Large
condition. Sleeps six,
toyer with open stair caw $1000.00. Call 247-4170
leading to bedroom on seotter 5:10 a!ni
cond floor. Two
fireplaces. plus electric
neat. Lame kitchen. Ira
sun room. Aft ma tor only
14 ft V•bottom boat and
555,000.00. Call Spann_
trailer $150.00 or best of
Realty Assoc. for details
ter. 492410 after 5pm .
753-7714.

BOATS JOT

7671.'767AEs FOR SALE ;ERVICESOFFERED
Very nice very liveable
new three bedroom home
waiting for the right family. Call today 7$3-3903.
You can afford this house.
For sate in Eddyville, Ky
three bedroom brick
home living room, dining
room and kitchen.
Dishwasher, garbage
disposal, utility room,
double garage, large IOC
Immediate possession
owner will finance at 1.2
percent. Call before 1
a.m. or after 6 p.m.
Homer Bell 1-3111-2954.
House for sale or rent.
753-0411.
Home for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, Immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1410
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5.5475110. Ask for Ken Adams.
Mast sell house in Canterbury. Priced to sell call
753-0738.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliance!. Mull
sell. 130,000. Call 4194670.

Rampar 400 R-10 dirt
bike. All Pro 10 speed.
7534811.
1975 350 Honda
combination road and
trail bike. Excellent
condition. Call 4372744.
1981 Gri-moto excellent

KIM
OLDSMOBILE
PORK
CADILLAC

power, for sale or trade.
Call 474-80410r 474-2344.

LOTS FOR SALE

40 acres 1 mile Hwy. 1346
frontage next to Irvin
Cobb Resort $48,000. full
price $8000. down balance
of $40,000. at 12 percent interest over 10 years.
Write Bill Ottesen Rt. 2
Carbondale, Ill. 62901 for
additional information or
phone (618) 549-3002 after
5 p.m.

45 FARMS FOR SALE
40 acre farm, hall mile from
town on 94 East. six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
lendable, 17 timber.. For more
'information call Purdom
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451. Susy Wells, 753,1585 or
f•eneva Giles, 753-6557.

Concrete and backs and
brick Basements. drive
ways. sidewalks anc
storm rollers 20 mar
experience and fret
estimates 753 5.476

50 USED T R UCKS
Chevy one ton
truck long wheel base,
dual wheel. 4-speed with
or without bed. Call 4354294.
1978 Ford F150 power
steering and brakes, air
conditioning, 42,000 actual miles $3000.00 firm.
7594636. Only interested
persons call.

ID GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink. stereo.
couch (converts Into
bed), rally wheels..
custom paint and cap
fairs chairs. 13,000 miles.
Reply 10 7534014.

Leaf Removal - Let T S.
• Landscaping & Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task •
quickly and esti< witty
f ripe estimates /59 If 13
Fence sales at Seats now
Call Sears 753 2310 tar
Nee estimate for your
need%
•
P eotessional
paperhanging. painting..
(arm buildings. lop. sides
Commercial or•
residential Call T !Ten
c orris 759 19.7

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR - 15 years ex
Perience. Carpentry. con
crete. plumbing, roofing.
sliding NO JOB TO
SMALL Free estimates
Days 474 2359 nights 474
2276 •
Appliance Service Give
us a call we repair'em all
Dryers, washers,
refrigerators stoves and
freezers. 759 1322.

Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal
and more. Call &OVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for professional tree care. 753,536.
-

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18"-24available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Rover at 15311.536
D&L Painting large &
Small Jobs. Experienced
painters reasonable
prices. Call now for free
estimate. 753-1901.
Dill Electric answer service calls on plumbing
and electric 753-9104,
after 5:00435-4234.

AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, boostases
music
Reasonable
sen
ilerlSee
‘ el(
Concrete and bieos and
br-ick
Basements,
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 70 year.
experience ond free
TNCe

Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets. wood
working, furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. if its wood Vork
ing call 753-4124

P
AP
stimatesr
1E
S3 5416
SERVICE
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL.
WESTINGHOUSE 70
years
N• re,*perience51y
Bob's Appliance
Service 203 S 5th St 753
tenor 7S3 OSSe

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws
Call 753 4656
Johnson's Electric Corn
',Woe' and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing' 753-7203

Insulation blown in by
Sears Save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
iCraee
il esS
Sears
irnte 7532310 tor

All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting.
roofing and concrete Al
work done to satisfaction
753,91122.

Asphalt driveways dna
panting lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call F53 2310

Aluminum Service Co
and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689

Guttering bi Sears Sears
continuous gutters Mit/riled per your specitica
hons Call Sears 753 7310
for frex estimate

aluminum

MOBILE'HONrE
ANCHORS underpinning,
roof's sealed, patio awn
Misner's Clean up Ser
mos, and house type roofs
Roy's Carpenter Shop
vice Yards, basements'
Custom cabinets, wood
for mobile homes 753
and garages Clean up
1873 Jack Glover
working,furniture repair,
and odd iobs Phone 753
formica, replace wood in
1881
Will remove dead or un
or
753
0600
old cars If its wood workwanted trees Call for tree
ing call 753-4124.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
estimates before. 2 30
SIDING or vinyl siding
753 548e
P&D Lawn Service Mow- and trim. Aluminum trim
ing, small tree and hedge. for brick houses. Jack
Carpet Cleaning Clean
trimming. Free Glover 7331873
odor free carpet. last
Estimates. 436,2997
longer and smells better.
Alexander Septic Tank
•
For free estimate., call
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
ecl from your driveway
753 9826 Experienced and
Industrial, residential, or
reliable
commercial, 21 hour ser
vice. Call 153 5933.
For your lime hauling and
We specialize in
lime spreading white
K & K Stump Remotai
Inver not Plastic
rock, gravel, sand, coal
Do you need stumps
Wells. WW1 water
hauling call 153 4545 or
removed from your yard
see Rodger Hudson
lbws cod water
or land cleared of
located 10 miles east on
suPPIY sYstods.
stumps? We can remove
Hwy 94
below
stumps up to 24"
&OYSTER
the ground, leaving only
Dill Electric answer ser
& MCAU'IN
sawdust and chips. Cali
vice calls on plumbing
for free estimate, Bob
WELL DRILLING
and electric 753 9104,
Xemp 435 4343 or Bob
after 5 00 435 4342.
001-364-3476
kern'', Jr. 435 4319

WELL
DRILUNG

ANNUAL FALLIkt
PANELING
BONANZA!!! Ili
5/32" MENDI BOARD
9
5/32" BUCKSKIN $3.95

MASONITE
HARDBOARD PANELING

$5.95

TRUCKLOAD 5113k
hr BATHROOM TILE BOARD

•tiusinut 'Chestnut *Oats

$4.95

A TRUCKLOAD

Sfidel CONN

'Way

'WNW

1/4" ALL WOOD PANEUNG

'Bird

$8.95 pot sheet

'Butternut •M

*Nutmeg 'Pecan
*Many other odors

No. 1 5/32" VAN PLY
*QUICK SILVER HICKORY)
*BAHAMAS NATURAL
*MONTEGO SAND

AN Wood

$7.9

is

if

ONE GROUP GOSSEN '
-4•""" PREFINISHED
MOULDING

$7.95“,god
ENERGY SAVING THERMO TILE
2 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
12024004 Tile

Tf

$13.95
COMMODES
MITE $49.95

1745 Gang Tile

$13.95

colors $59.95

4ri

MENT
TRUCKLOAD OUVANITIES
NO 1 TOP QUALITY
ALL SIZES & STYLES TO
SWIM d

'
21

5/32" PLYWOOD PANELIN

CHOOSE FROM
COMPLETE INVENTORY Of RUCK CTOVES AND
RELATED PRODUCTS
pricrs in Slate of
Kentucky SAVE 50', to 80 ", ON THIS YEAR S
HEATING BUS.
Contact- Collowoy County Agent Steve
Combs 753 J718 nfter
p m. or ri•ny hr
seen at BUCK Stoves on Cadiz Hwy 611. :Nett
to Red Ace), Cadiz, Kentucky.
Call Cadiz 1 572.6891

Automobile mechanic
will de week on automatic
and all gesciiine engine's
trucks AN wort nem guaranteed Can W aSal

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
Insulation
window and door. under
pinning. tie down.
(00411
,
41 patio end porch
Free estimates NO JOB
TO SMALL 753 6973

,47,MOTORCrenir

1STATELY
condition $675.00. Call 7535421 after 5 p.m.
OLDER
RESIDENCE
2 Story brick •718'7177'.1TTSTIrramr
•
residence on large
Imp- ort Auto Salvage wooded main
1600 Datsun engine, 1800
18 RC Toyota, automatic
street lot. Upstairs
standard shifts transmis•
consists of 2 large
sion, Opal and Chevy Luv
modern apEhtengines. Call 474-2325.
ments and 1st floor
Reynolds Garage major
is main residence.
and minor auto repairs
New central gas
will make service calls.
heating system,
Call 753-9391 open 8-6 p.m.
new 25 year roof,
Monday through Saturday Hwy. 121 five miles
and home has been
south of Murray. Used
restored to an excars for sale.
of
state
cellent
49. USED CARS
repair. Very att r a c tiv e
1970 Buick Skylark four
assumable loan is
door $300.00. Call 753-1887.
available. Phone
1978 Oldsmobile Delta air,
753-1222, Kopperud
full power, cruise, AM'
Realty.
FM stereo 8-track. Call
7531813.
PRICE
REDUCED ;10,000
1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
4000 square feet inBroughm diesel 17,000
sulated metal
miles. Absolutely like
building on 1%
new. 435-4579.
acres, located on
busy highway 4
1977 Olds Delta,
miles from Murdoor, locally owned
ray. Priced below
replacement cost
$50's. Railroad access in back of proeperty. Additional
adjoining 2 acres
are available.
1406W Moir.
75.35.345
_
Price reduced.
$10,000 to upper
1977 Camero good condi$50's. Phone 753tion. 767-3143.
1222. Kopperud
1975 Monte Carlo full
Realty.
44
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•Illue *kw sem

JUST RECEIVED
SHIPMENT OF CEILING -4
FANS STARTING AT

129.95 .4 4,

fit :
Le 1,

--rt• V- 10_4E
.
117
.
4

$69.95
lights kailabis
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The Accreditation
Board for Engineering
and Technology
(ABET), one of the
most prestigious accrediting body in the
field of engineering
and technology, has
recommended that
several programs of
Engineering .and

t% I 011 • ii..1

Technology at Murray
State University be accredited. -

ABET. Programs that
have been accredited
are as follows:
— Civil Engineering
Accreditation by this Technology, associate
organitation degree,day program;
distinguishes quality,
--Computer
by achieving re- E ngineering
quirements that Technology, associate
satisfies the minimum . degree,day program;
standards set by
—Computer
E ngineering
Technology, baccalaureate degree,
day program;
— Construction
Technology, b a ccaraui•e`ate degree,

Manufacturers
Of Video Recorders
Liable For Damages
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) — Manufacturers and retailers of
home video recording
machines are liable
for damages if the
machines are used to
tape record copyright
television programs,
even for private use,
the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled
Monday.
In an opinion affecting manufacturers of
the video recorders
and. hundreds of
thousands of people
who own them, the
court said taping of
copyright programs
from television is a
copyright i.nfringement.
Nearly all TV programs are.
copyrighted, either by
the networks,
themselves or by production companies.
However, the appeals court noted there.
could be a "great
public injury" if the
manufactuers are en-,
joined from making
and selling the
recording machines.
Instead of that, the
court suggested that
an acceptable resolution to the problem
might be a system of
continuing royalties
paid by the manufacturers to television
copyright holders.
In sending the case
back to U.S. District
Judge Warren
Ferguson of Los
Angeles, the appellate
court directed him to

MARTIN,
Tenn.—Dr. Gary Boggess, Murray State
University dean of environmental sciences,
will discuss "Science,
Education and Society" Tuesday, Nov. 3 at
the University of Tennessee at Martin.
The lecture,free and
open to the public, will
be at 7 p.m. in UTM's
University Center,
Room 206. It is sponsored by UTM's
chapter of the Student
Affiliates of the
American Chemical
Society.
Boggess, 45, holds
degrees from Murray
State, Purdue University, and the University of Tennessee.
Before joining Murray
State in 1966, he held
positions in the Murray City Schools and
the Pittsburgh
Metallurgical Corn-

I i tI. r 111 19141

"fashion"' relief by
considering damages
and an injunction
against the defendants, Sony Corp. of
America, Sony Corp ,
four retailers, an
advertising agency
and a private citizen
who tapcd programs
off network television.
The lawsuit was
brought by Universal'
City Studios Inc. and
Walt Disney
Productions.
"We find no congressional intent to create
a blanket home use
exception to copyright
protection and that
home video recording
does not constitute fair
use. In addition, the
appellees '(defendants) are legally
responsible for infringing- activity for
such use," the court
declared.
The appeals court
said copying telecasts
of copyright materials
by owners of videotape
recorders in their own homes for private,
-non-commercial use
constituted infringement and unfair .
use.
•
It said the manufacturer, distributor,
seller and ad agency
retained by the
distributor are liable
for infringement in
recording copyright
telecasts if they knew
the recorders "woad
be used for such purpose and induced,
caused or materially
contributed to the infringing conduct."

day program;
States to be accredited join universities such
— Electrical in the program of as Alabama, Purdue programs to meet the
requirements for acE ngineering
Manufacturing and Arizona State, in creditation by ABET,
Technology, associate Engineering being accredited by
required six years of
degree,day program;
ABET.
Technology.
organizatio
n by the
— Electrical
Dr. Kenneth Winter,
One of the major ad- Department .of
E ngineering
dean of the College of vantages of accredita- Engineering and
Technology, bac- I ndu-sZ..r y a n d tion is that students
Technology. calaureate degree, Technology_ .said, from the accredited
day program;
"The--emptoyability of programs are not re- Weatherly, chairman,
— Manufacturing the students quired to take ex-, Department
of
E ngineering themselves will be aminations given by Engineering
technology, bac- enhanced because of Government Contract
Technology,said "Tht
calaureilte degree, the accreditation of Employers fol• pro- '
accreditation process
program.
day
these programs."
spective positions, a involved many goals
Murray State is only
Murray State's spokesman pointed and obstacles, all
one of N universities Engiuce.ring and out.
which were met with
throughout the. United Technoloo programs
Development of the careful consideration

HIS 8 nig tar", 0.8 mg nicotine. FILTERS. 15 mq "tar" 13 mg. nicotine. &. per cigarette by FTC method.

pany.
Boggess received
the NATO Award for
study in Gent, Belgium
in 1972. Other honors
include NSF
Fellowships 1963-1966

Dr.Gary Boggess
t h e American
Chemical Society
Award for Teaching in
1966, and a
Distinguished
Teaching Award from
The University of Tennessee's Chemistry
Department in 1972.

Camel Lights or Camel Filters.

Calloway bakers
--Murray Ti9ers

1302 Chestitie St

to meet sta
criteria esta •
the accreditation
board."
Weatherly also said,
"Past graduates of the
Engineering and
Technology programs
aL.M'urray State
University may be
recognized as
graduates from an accredited Engineering
and Technology program provided they
majored in one of the
programs accredited
by ABET."

1514•411

Experience the Camel taste.
• -... .
Warning The Surgeon Genetal Has Deterrnmed
Piar-Crgarette.Smolting Is Dangerous ioYour Heoltif
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